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Summary 
The results contained within this thesis concern an abstract 
framework for a robustness analysis of exponential stability of infinite 
dimensional systems. The abstract analysis relies on the strong 
relationship between exponential stability and L2-stability which 
exists for many classes of linear systems. 
In Chapter 1a "stability radius", for systems governed by semi- 
groups, is developed, for a class of "structured" perturbations of its 
generator. The abstract theory is illustrated by examples of perturbations 
of the boundary data for homogeneous boundary value problems and also 
perturbations arising due to neglected delay terms in differential delay 
equations. 
In Chapter 2a related problem of a non standard linear quadratic 
problem is studied, which leads to a stability analysis for certain non- 
linear systems. 
In Chapter 3 an abstract L2-stability theory is developed and 
then applied to integrodifferential equations and time-varying systems, 
to investigate the robustness of exponential stability of such systems. 
PRINCIPAL NOTATION 
L(B1, B2) - Banach space of bounded linear maps f: Bl ' B2, 
BI and B2 Banach spaces, with the induced 
operator norm. 
B- Dual of a Banach space, B. 
T- Adjoint of a linear operator, T on B 
D(T: B1 } B2) - {b c B, I T(b) e B2} 
DB(T) - D(T: B -+ B) 
<" ">B, B* - The. duality pairing <b, b*>B, B* = b*(b) 
for b¬B, b*EB*. 
L2(t0, T; B) - Banach space of functions f: [t0, T] -} B, 
strongly measurable and square integrable in the 
rT 
sense of Bochner, with 11f(-)II 2= (J 
Iif(s)1IBds)l 
L (t0'T'B) t0 
LB - L2(0, °°; B) 
f- Fourier-Plancherel transform of a function 
f(") e L2(O, oQ; B) . 
8-(t 0 -; L(Bl9B2)) - Space of functions f: [t0, -) ; L(B1, B2) such 
that f(") is strongly measurable and 
ess sup ýýf(")ýý < 
tzt0 
B1(t0, (-; L(Bl, B2)) - Set of functions f: Ct0, oo) + L(Bl, B2) such that 
f(") is strongly measurable and eßtf(t) is integrable 
and 
Jt 
eat Itf(t)II sß>0. 
to 
LB, R - Set of functions f: [O, co) -).. B , f(") e L2(O, T; B) 
Je_21tIlf(t)! Idt < < for all T>0 and 
fCO 
0 
a(T) - Spectrum of an operator T: DB(T) }B. 
a(M) - Lowest singular value of a matrix Me Kmxn . 
PT - The map restricting a function on CO, co) to the 
domain [O, T] . 
vT - The map extending a function defined on CO, T] 
to [O, oo) . 
J(x0, v) - Quadratic cost functional (in this instance of 
indefinite sign). 
x, X - Complex conjugate of xEBBa complex Banach 
space and of a scalar xeC (pages 52-55, only). 
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0. Introduction 
In the last five to ten years a considerable amount of research in 
the systems theory area has been concentrated on the robustness issues of 
control systems design. This research has been mostly centred around the 
C approach to the robustness of linear systems, see references C1]-C5], 
[46]. Of the many interesting features of this input-output description 
of robustness is the knowledge, a priori, of the maximum achievable 
robustness of a given feedback system. However, in addition to the 
computational problems involved in solving the Ho optimisation problem, 
there are other more funijamental problems concerning the choice of the 
Hco norm. This choice of norm restricts the analysis to those perturbations 
conserving the number of right half planes poles of the nominal transfer 
function. More recently, the state space approach to robustness has grown 
as an alternative to the Hco approach. However, unlike the Ho' approach, 
no unified state space approach exists. Of the existing state space 
approaches there are those of Patel and Toda [13], Petersen and Hollot 
[10] and Hinrichsen and Pritchard [7,8]. The former two use a Liapunov 
based approach to stability. The approach of Hinrichsen and Pritchard uses 
spectrum analysis, Liapunov techniques and also (of greater importance in 
the sequel) the equivalence of exponential stability and L2-stability for- 
linear differential equations. This equivalence, between L2-stability 
and exponential stability for linear finite dimensional systems, and its 
generalisations to various classes of infinite dimensional systems, provides 
the basic tool for robustness analysis in the sequel. 
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In Francis [31 the input output stability of a linear system is 
shown to be robust, with respect to both the Ho norm and the L 
I- 
norm 
of the convolution kernel, but not with respect to its LP-norm, p>1 
It is the purpose of the work in the sequel to establish a framework 
within which the exponential stability of infinite dimensional systems 
is robust to a class of highly structured, unbounded perturbations. The 
class of such highly structured/unbounded perturbations is shown to include 
examples of perturbations of the boundary data for homogeneous boundary 
value problems and also perturbations due to neglected delay terms in 
differential-delay equations. Such perturbations might be considered 
typical for any given infinite dimensional (control) system. 
In Chapter 1 the nominal system is given as an exponentially stable, 
strongly continuous semigroup (S(t))t,, p on a Banach Space X, such that 
x(t) = S(t)x0 is the mild solution of the abstract differential equation 
(N) x= Ax x(0) = x0 . 
The property of exponential stability of the nominal system is shown 
to be robust with respect to unbounded/structured perturbation BDC, where 
B: U }X2X, C: X EX}Y are fixed, and D: Y }U is arbitrary, in the 
sense that x(") , the continuous solution of 
t 
(P) X(t) = S(t)x0 + 
(OS(t-s)BDCx(s)ds 
xD EX 
is exponentially decreasing for all D, JIDII <a, a>0. The maximum 
allowable a is characterised as a stability radius, for system (P) and 
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its characterisation constitutes the main part of Chapter 1. This 
stability radius characterisation is applied to some typical (but simple) 
examples of infinite dimensional systems. 
In Chapter 2 the connection between the stability radius of Chapter 1 
and a certain non standard linear quadratic problem is developed. The 
results of this chapter are generalisations of the results of Hinrichsen 
and Pritchard [8] and the analysis proceeds via the abstract framework of 
Salamon and Pritchard [22]. As well as the theoretical importance, of 
this non-standard linear quadratic problem, is the use of a solution of 
the corresponding algebräic Riccati equation as a Liapunov functional for 
a class of non-linear systems. The stability analysis for the nonlinear 
system again relies on L2-stability of a perturbed system. 
In Chapter 3, the robustness analysis for those systems described 
in Chapter 1 is extended considerably to encompass systems governed by 
time varying and integrodifferential equations. Again the notion of 
L2-stability plays an important role and this type of stability is analysed 
in an abstract framework in section 1 of Chapter 3. In section 2, the 
abstract results are applied to systems of integrodifferential equations. 
The main result of this section is an exact characterisation of the robust- 
ness of integrodifferential equations to different types of perturbations. 
In section 3 the main results are that, whilst uniform asymptotic stability 
of evolution operators is robust to a class of time-varying, structured, 
unbounded, perturbations, the exact robustness is not given by the abstract 
analysis of section 1. 
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For any Hilbert space H, <", ">H denotes the inner product on 
H. For any Banach space B, 11"11B denotes the norm on B. When 
the norm of a map is required its norm is denoted by H11 unless 
otherwise stated. If A is a closed, densely defined operator on a 
Banach space B then A denotes the adjoint of A. If B is a 
Banach space, L2(tO, T; B) denotes the space of strongly measurable 
functions [t0, T] }B which are square integrable in the sense of 
Bochner. When t0 =0 and T= this space is denoted by LB 
Since throughout the sequel continued reference is made to nominal 
and perturbed systems, for a family of maps o(y) , parameterised by 
yer (some parameter set, usually time), refers to the nominal system, 
OP(y) refers to the perturbed system, whilst eS(y) refers to some 
subsidiary family of maps (for example feedback semigroups). 
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CHAPTER 1. 
A Stability radius for systems defined by strongly continuous semigroups 
of linear operators. 
§0. Introduction 
Perturbation theory for linear operators defined on real or complex 
Banach spaces has received considerable interest in the last thirty years 
(Kato [153). The following two famous theorems concern the exponential 
growth of a semigroup of linear operators and bounded perturbation of its 
generator, and might be considered as a first step towards a robustness 
theory for infinite dimensional linear systems. 
Theorem (0.1) 
Let (S(t))tZ0 be a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators 
on a real or complex Banach space X, then there exists w0 E]R such that 
for all wZ w0 , there exists M(w) z0 such that 
JIS(t)II s M(w)ewt for all tZ0. 
Definition (0.2) 
If w0 <0 then (S(t))t0 is said to be exponentially stable. 
Theorem (0.3) 
Let (S(t))t,, o be a strongly continuous semigroup of linear 
operators on a Banach space X, with generator A: DX(A) -> X, and 
DE L(X) , then A+D generates (SD(t))t, 'D 
defined by 
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JS(t-s)DS°(s)x0ds t 
(1.0.1) SD(t)x0 = S(t)x0 +, x0 cX. 
0 
Moreover, if 
IIS(t)II s Me"t for all t >_ 0 then 
IISO(t)II s Me(w + 
MIIDII)t for all tZ0 
Corollary (0.4) 
Let S(t) be an exponentially stable semigroup with generator A 
and De L(X) 
If I1DII <M, where wE [w0,0) is guaranteed by proposition 
(0.1), then A+D generates an exponentially stable semigroup. Q 
Remark (0.5) 
Corollary (0.3) says that the exponential stability of a semigroup is 
"robust" to bounded perturbation of its generator. 
Remark (0.6) 
Optimisation of the bound mow) with respect to M(w) ,wc lw0,0) 
would result in the following conjecture: 
Let A: D(A) +X be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
of linear operators on X, a Banach space over K =1R ,C, with wo <0 
then 
rK(A): = sup{IIDII < d, DE L(X) implies (A+D) generates a strongly 
continuous, exponentially stable semigroup (SD(t))tZo on X) 
= sup{ jTý) 
IWE [W0, O)} 
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Unfortunately even if such a result were true, its implications for 
systems governed by partial differential or differential-delay equations 
is limited in that, firstly 
a) calculation of sup {mow)} would in general be very difficult 
tos O 
and secondly, and more importantly 
b) the class of bounded perturbations is very limited. 
Example 0.8 
Consider the following simple differential-delay equation: 
i(t) = A0z(t) + Alz(t-1), t>0, A0, Al E Knxn ,K =1R, C 
(1.0.2) Z(T) = ZT TE C-1,0) . 
z(0) = z0 
It can be shown that if Det (XI-A0-e-XA1) ý0 for all ae ý+ , 
then there exists an exponentially stable semigroup S(t) e L(X) 
X= Kn x L2(-1, O; Kn) with generator A defined by 
A0h(0) + A1h(-1) e=0 
(1.0.3) (Ah)(e) = 
ß(e) 
eE C-1,0) 
and D(A) = H1(-1,0; Kn) 
Consider now the perturbed system 
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i(t) = A0z(t) + Pz(t-a) + A1z(t-1) ,t>0 
(1.0.4) Z(T) =ZTTc [-1,0) 
z(0) = Z0 
with Pc Knxn ,0sas1. This results in a perturbation of the 
abstract operator A in (1.0.3) of the form A+ BDC, B= [I] ,D=P 
and C= [0, E_a] , E_ah = h(-a) . Notice that although 
Be L(Kn, Kn x L2(-1,0; Kn)) and De L(Kn) ,C is unbounded as a map 
Kn x L2(-1,0; Kn) } Kn , however Ce L(Kn x Hi+E(-1, O; K), K 
n). (For a 
definition of the space n) see Kappel and Kunisch [36], and 
also Lions and Magenes [57]). 
Example (0.9) 
Consider the following parabolic system 
zt = zcc 
(1.0.5) 
zE(0, t) =0= z(l, t) z(E, 0) = z(E) 
It can be shown that there exists an exponentially stable semigroup 
S(t) E L(X) , where X= L2(0,1) , with generator 
(1.0.6) Ah = 
ý2 
9 D(A) = {h E H2 1 hß(0) =0= h(1)} . 
Suppose the boundary data is subject to perturbation (for example, 
in the nominal system the interaction of the distributed system with its 
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environment is neglected and this results in perturbation of the 
boundary data) resulting in 
I zt =z (1.0.7) 
zt(O, t) = dz(0, t) , z(1, t) =0, z(E, O) = z(ý) . 
The perturbed system can be written 
zt =z+ d60(ß) z(0) . 
(1.0.8) 
z&(0, t) =0= z(1, t) , z(t, 0) = z(C) 
See Curtain Pritchard [21]. With respect to this abstract semigroup 
formulation the perturbation of the boundary data results in a perturbed 
operator A+ BDC , Bu = 50u ,uEK, d0(") the Dirac-delta distribution 
at 0, D=dcK and Ch = h(0) . Notice again that BDC is unbounded 
as a map L2(0,1) } L2(0,1) but that with respect to this decomposition 
BDC 9 
Be L(K, H- -e(0,1)) and Ce L(HI+e(0,1), K) ,c>0. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to establish a framework for the study 
of such abstract differential equationswith regards to both well-posedness 
and stability of the perturbed systems. In fact these two examples typify 
the class of systems to be studied in that the perturbation term is 
- unbounded 
- highly structured. 
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In Hinrichsen and Pritchard [7] [8] the question of robustness of 
exponential stability is considered. In [7] the concepts of real and 
complex "stability radii" are introduced for unstructured perturbations 
of a stable matrix AE KnXn . In [8] the concept of a structured 
stability radius is introduced, for the case K=T. These results 
are summarised in section 1. In section 2 the framework for the study 
of the well-posedness of the perturbed system is developed. In section 3 
it is shown, in the case that X is complex, how these well posedness 
considerations lead to different stability radii, depending upon the 
degree of unboundedness in the perturbations. The main result of this 
section is the exact characterisation of these stability radii. In 
section 4, these stability radii are applied to various simple (but 
typical) examples to illustrate both the characterisation of robustness 
and the various conditions its well posedness requires. 
§1. Stability radii for finite dimensional systems. 
The question of a state space approach to the robustness of systems 
is becoming more important as both an alternative and an ally to the well 
established input-output or HOO approach to robustness of time invariant 
linear systems. Amongst the state space approaches are the works of Patel 
and To da [13] and also Petersen and Hollot [10]. The approach in the 
sequel is based upon that of Hinrichsen and Pritchard [7], [8] and it is 
their results that are summarised below. Throughout this section AE Knxn , 
Q(A) E Q_ , and the usual inner product, Euclidean norm and induced 
Euclidean norm are used. 
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Definition 1.1 
(1.1.1) Un(K) = {M e Knxn I Q(M) n ý+ ý o} 
- U( K) is the set of nxn non-asymptotically stable matrices over K. 
Let Be KnXm 9CE KPXn 
Definition 1.2 
(1.1.2) rK(A; B, C): = inf {IlDII I (A + BDC) E Un(K)} 
XP DE Km 
Theorem (1.3) (Hinrichsen and Pritchard, [8]) 
rC(A; B, C) =- if G(iw) =0 
(1.1.3) = inf 
1 
W HG(i)II if G(i& O 
(1.1.4) =1 I ILI I 
where G(iw) = C(iw-A)-1B and Le L(L2 L2 ) is defined by 
Km Kp 
(Lu)(t) =Ct 
I 
eA(t-s)Bu(s)ds , u(') e L2m . 0K 
Theorem (1.4) (Hinrichsen and Pritchard, [7]) 
(1.1.5) rjR(A; I, I) = min inf ii(x, y, -Ax-wy, wx-Ay) 
wdR x, yERn 
IIxII2+I1yll2=1 
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where the inf is taken over linear independent x, y and u2(x, y, u, v) 
is the maximum root of the equation 
Ilul12-xIIxl12 
det 
<u, v>-X <x, y> 
Remark (1.5) 
<u, v> - a<x, y> 
11112-AI! y112 
=0. 
In obtaining characterisation (1.1.3) for r, (A; B, C) and also 
characterisation (1.1.5)'for rR(A; I, I) emphasis is placed upon a direct 
analysis of the spectrum, a(A+BDC), of the perturbed operator (A+BDC) . 
Of greater interest, in the case of infinite dimensional systems, is the 
second characterisation concerning the equivalence of ß(A+BDC) s C_ 
and the exponential stability of e(A+BDC)t where x(t) =-e 
(A+BDC)t 
x0 
is the solution of 
x(t) = eAtxD + 
ft 
eA(t-s)BDCx(s)ds , x0 E Cn 
the mild (integral) version of 
(1.1.7) x(t) = (A + BDC)x(t) x(0) = x0 
Also important in this characterisation is the auxiliary equation 
t 
(1.1.8) y(t) = CeAtx0 +C S(t-s)BDy(s)ds , x0 c Cn 
f 
obtained when isolating the arbitrary De CPxm in (1.1.6). 
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Due to the distinct possibility of unboundedness in the perturbation 
term the semigroup analogue of (1.1.6) will be taken as the perturbed 
system and only within a more restrictive framework will this system be 
related to the abstract analogue of (1.1.7). As well as this relationship 
between the mild solution of the abstract differential equation and the 
solution of the differential equation itself, the notion of a weak solution 
of an associated differential equation will be discussed when the abstract 
equation (D) models a class of partial differential equations. 
This section is completed with the following result, concerning the 
equivalence of L2-stability and exponential stability, for systems defined 
by semigroups of linear operators. (For more general results, concerning 
evolution operators and also semigroups of non-linear operators see Datko 
[18) and Ichikawa 1191 respectively. ) 
Lemma (1.6) (Datko 117]) (See also Pritchard and Zabczyk [50]). 
Assume S(t) e L(X) is a strongly continuous semigroup on a real 
or complex Banach space X. Then S(t) is exponentially stable if and 
only if 
for all xEX. 0 (1.1.9) 
J0IIS(t)xIIdt 
< 
Remark (1.7) 
This result allows a norm based analysis of the exponential stability 
of perturbed semigroups. 
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§2. An Abstract Framework and the well posedness of the perturbed system. 
Let (S(t))t2,0 be a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators 
on a Banach space X over K =]R or C. (In section 3 the main results 
are restricted to the case K=C .) Let A: DX(A) }X be the generator 
of (S(t))t2,0 . Examples (0.8) and (0.9) are accommodated within the 
abstract differential equation 
(D) x(t) = (A + BDC)x(t) , x(0) = x0 , 
a (formal) perturbation of 
(N) x(t) = Ax(t) , x(0) = x0 
where Bc L(U, X) Cc L(X, Y) are fixed structure operators and DE L(Y, U) 
is arbitrary and measures the size of the perturbation BDC .X, X, 
U 
and Y are auxiliary Banach spaces over K, arising from the particular 
system under consideration, satisfying 
(Al) X sj XSX, where the inclusions are continuous and dense. 
Due to this unboundedness in the perturbation term BDC , the mild 
form 
rt 
(P) x(t) = S(t)x0 +I S(t-s)BDCx(s)ds , xD EX 
is taken as the perturbed system. At this stage equation (P) could be 
taken as defining a dynamical system on the Banach space X, with D=0 
defining the mild, nominal (unperturbed) system x0 S(t)x0 . Of importance 
in the sequel is the auxiliary equation 
- 15 - 
t 
(Y) y(t) = CS(t)xo + 
Jo 
, x0 cx 
In order to make sense of the perturbed system (P) and the auxiliary 
equation (Y) , conditions must be imposed on the various operators 
A, B 
and C and the underlying spaces X, XX. 
(A2) S(t) extends (restricts) to a strongly continuous semigroup 
S(t)(S(t)) on X (X) with the domain of A on X, DX(A) , 
satisfying 
DX(A) sX, "with continuous dense injection, where DX(A) 
is endowed with the graph norm 
(A3) there exists M, a >0 such that I IT(t)II s Me-at for all 
tz0 where T(t) = S(t) , S(t) , S(t) on X, X, X respectively. 
(A4) 
Jt 
S(t-s)Bu(s)ds cX for almost all tZ0, u(") e LU 
2 
0 
and 
there exists k>0 such that 
ýýý" S("-s)Bu(s)dsllL2 s kI I u(")I IL2 for all u(") E Lý 
Xu 
(A5) For all 0s t0 sT, there exists b(t0, T) z, 0 such that 
for all u(') E L2 (t0, T; U) 
T ( 
S(T-s)Bu(s)ds cX and 
1 to 
Jj(T S(T-s)Bu(s)dslIx s b(tO, T)Ilu(")Il 2 Ito L (to, T; U) 
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i) there exists cl(t0, T) 0 such that 
(A6) IICS(-)x011L2(to3, 
T; Y) 
*5 ci(t0, T)Ilx0IIX for all x0 eX 
ii) there exists c2(t0, T) ý0 such that 
Icx(") 11L2(to, 
T, Y) s c2(to, 
T) I Ix(") I IL2(t0, 
T, X) 
for all x(") e L2(t0, T; X) . 
(N. B. ) L2(t0, T; X) L. 2(t0, T; X) with continuous dense injection. 
(A6)(iii) there exists c3(t0, T) z'0 such that 
IICS(")x0I1 
L2 (t0, T; Y) 
s c3(t0, T)JjxojjX for all xpE X. 
Remarks (2.1) 
a) The integrations of (A4) and (A5) are taken in X and it is 
the combined smoothing action of S(-) and this integration which makes 
the assumptions reasonable (see examples (4. l)-(4.5)). The reason for 
three variations of assumption (A6) is due to the properties of the 
particular perturbed system under consideration. If for example, the 
dynamical system (P) is being analysed only to consider an abstract 
framework for the study, of stability, of known unique solutions to 
equation (P), then only assumption (A6)(i) is imposed. If a unique semi- 
group SD(t)is sought such that x(t) = SD(t)x0 , x0 E DX(A) solves equation 
(D) in 7 then (A6)(iii) is imposed. If, however, the perturbed system is 
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taken only as the dynamical system (P) then in order to obtain 
uniqueness of solutions assumption (A6)(ii) is imposed. (It is shown 
in the sequel that this "0th order" assumption (A6)(ii) is rather 
restrictive and it can be replaced by a much less restrictive "rth order" 
assumption. ) 
Lemma (2.2) 
i) Assume (A6)(ii) holds then necessarily (A6)(i) holds. 
ii) Assume (A6)(ii. i) and (Al) holds then necessarily (A6)(i) holds. 
iii) (A3) implies that b(t0, T) , cl(t0, T) and c3(t0, T) can 
be taken as independent of t0 and T. 
Proof. i) is trivial. 
ii) Let c>0 be such that jjxItX s cjjxjjX for all xcX. 
If there exist c3(t0, T) z0 such that 
IICS(")xII 
L2 (t0, T; Y) 
s c3(t0, T)IIxIIX for all xEX 
then 
IICS(1 x11 
L2 (t0, T; Y) 
s c. c3(to, T)IlxlIX for all xcX, 
and (A6)(i) follows. 
iii) Let 0 <_ t0 sTst, xcX, then 
- 18 - 
Jt rn-1 
t0+(r+l)(Tt0) 
IICS(s)xIIYds =J IýCS(s)xIlYds +E 
Jt0+r(T-t0) IICS(s)xH ds 
r=O 
+t IICS(s)x, IYds, n(T-t0) s t-t0 s (n+1)(T-t0) 
t0+n(T-t0) 
c(O, to)2I IXI I2 + 
nE1c(to, T)2IIS(T-t0)11 2rIIXIIX 
r=0 
+ c(O, t-(t 0+n(T-t0)))21IS(t0+n(T-t0)Il 
2 
ikxHHX 
If (T-t0) is such that Me-c' 
(T-t )<1 
then 
JIICS(s)xIds 
:5 KlIxII 
2 independent of t. A similar argument 
holds for assumption (A6)(iii) . Now assumption (A5) is the dual of 
(A6)(i) (Salamon 151]) and therefore the independence of b(t0, T) in 
to 9T follows immediately. Denote these constants by cl, c3 and 
b. Q 
Remark (2.3) 
Assumption (A3) and (A6)(i) ((A6)(iii)), together with the conclusions 
of lemma (2.2)(iii), imply that the bounded map x} CS(")x ,X+ LY 
extends, uniquely, to a bounded map X} L2 , (X } LY) . For each 
xc X(x c X) the unique function in LY guaranteed by these assumptions, 
is denoted by CS(")x throughout this chapter. 
Definition (2.4) 
(i) The perturbed system (P) is said to be well-posed in the sense 
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of (A6 i) if there exists a unique strongly continuous semigroup 
Si(t) E L(X) such that 
a) for all x0 EX, SD (")x0 e L2(O, T; X) for all T>0 
and b) for all x0 eX, x(t) = SD (t)x0 solves equation (P). 
(ii) The perturbed system (P) is said to be well-posed as a 
dynamical system on X if there exists a strongly continuous semigroup, 
SD(t) E L(X) , such that for all x0 eX, x(t) = SD(t)x0 is the unique, 
continuous solution of 
t 
x(t) = S(t)x 0+I 
S(t-s)BDCx(s)ds 
where Cx(") is interpreted in L2(O, T; Y) for each TZ0. 
(iii) The perturbed system (P) is said to be well-posed, if there 
exists a unique strongly continuous semigroup SD(t) E L(X) , such that 
a) Si(t) restricts to a strongly continuous semigroup on X. 
b) SD(t) is strongly continuous on DX(A) = DX(A+BDC) 
and c) for all xO c DX(A) , SD(t)x0 is continuously 
differentiable 
and 
SD(t)xo = (A + BDC)SD(t)x0 
Notation 
Denote by L, the linear map u(") + (Lu)(") 
rt 
(Lu)(t) = CJOS(t-s)Bu(s)ds 
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Lemma (2.5) 
Assume Ce L(X, Y) and (A4) holds then 
Le L(L2, LY) 
Theorem (2.6) 
If (Al)-(A5)(A6)(i) hold and JIDII <l then the perturbed 
I IL II 
system is well posed in the sense of (A6)(i). 
Proof. 
Consider first the auxiliary equation (Y) in L2 
(Y) Y(") = CS(")x0 + (LDy)(. ) 
The right-hand side is well defined for each x0 cX. Moreover, since 
IILDII <1, this equation has a unique solution for y(") e L2 
Now define x(t, x0) by 
t 
(1.2.2) x(t, xo) = S(t)xo + 
Jo S(t-s)B Dy(s)ds , x0 EX 
By (A3) and (A4), x(-, x0) E LX and Cx(", x0) c LY . Hence 
y(") = Cx(", x0) and therefore x(", x0) solves (P) in LX 
The continuity of x(", x0) , x0 cX and the semigroup property 
for 
S'(t) E L(X) defined by SD(t)x0 = x(t, x0) are proved in the appendix. 
If x0 X then SD(")x0 E LX and therefore S 
D(t) 
satisfies all the 
conditions of definition (2.4)(i). Suppose T(t) E L(X) is a second 
strongly continuous semigroup satisfying definition (2.4)(i). Let xEX 
then for all T>0, 
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C(T(")x - SD(-)x) = LDC(T(")x - SD(")x) 
holds in L2(O, T; Y) . Hence since, 
IILDII <1, 
T(t)x = SD(t)x 
and therefore 
T(t)x = SD(t)x 
for almost all tz0 
in X for all tZ0. 
Hence by assumption (A2) and the strong continuity of T(t) and SD(t) 
in X, SD(t) = T(t) .Q 
This theorem is essentially an existence theorem for the perturbed 
semigroup. It is, however, unique amongst those semigroups mapping 
X} L2(O, T; X) ,T>0. Its existence provides a means of analysing 
already well posed systems. This type of well-posedness is considered 
again in a more abstract setting in Chapter 3. 
Corollary (2.7) 
Assume (Al)-(A5)(A6)(ii) hold and IIDII <1 then equation 
IILII 
(P) is well posed as a dynamical system on X. 
Proof. 
Existence of a strongly continuous semigroup S0(t) E L(X) , 
satisfying the conditions of definition (2.4)(ii), is guaranteed by 
Theorem (2.6). Suppose that T(t) e L(X) is a second, strongly continuous 
semigroup satisfying the conditions of definition (2.4)(ii). Then 
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C(T(")x-- SD(")x) = LDC(T(")x - SD(")x)(-), for ä11 xEX 
on L2(O, T; Y) ,C denotes the extension of x(") + Cx(") 
L2(O, T; X) } L2(O, T; Y) to, a bounded map L2(O, T; X) L2(O, T; Y) 
Therefore C(T(")x) = C(S0(")x) = CSD(")x in L2(O, T; Y) and therefore 
T(t)x = SD(t)x for all t z: 0xEX0 
Remark (2.8) 
Unfortunately, in applications, assumption (A6)(ii) is quite 
restrictive since it invQ1ves no smoothing action of the semigroup. For 
example if Y=U=X and there exists a>0, ßZ0 such that 
-at IIS(t)xllx <_ 
Me IlxIIX for all t>0 
tß 
(A6)(i) requires that 0<j whereas (A6)(ii) requires 
llCX(')II 
L2 (O, T; Y) 
s KTIIx(-)Il 
L2 (O, T; X) 
for which 
the inherent smoothing action plays no role. An alternative, involving 
the smoothing action of the semigroup is to suppose that for each 
Dc L(Y, U) ,Tz0 there exists KT(D) >_ 0 such that 
(A7) 
TI 
I CJtS(t-s)BDCx(s)dst1Ydt s kT(D)IIx(")IIL2 
0 T"X 00L() 
for all x(") E L2(O, T; X) and the left hand side of (A7) is interpreted 
via assumption (A4) and lemma (2.5). To see (at least intuitively) how 
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this helps, assume As0 and the unboundedness of B and C are 
(-A)a , (-A)ß respectively. Single application of the operator L 
results in a smoothing of (A-l+a+ß) and therefore in order that (A7) 
holds, a+2ß <1. More generally assume, instead of (A7), that the 
following rth order condition holds, that is there exists r cINO , 
such that for all DE L(Y, U) and Tz0, there exists KT(D) z0 
such that for all x(") e L2(O, T; X) 
tt 
Jti o 
dtr (A8) ICJ0 
rS(tr-tr_1 
)BD... Cf0 
1S(tI-s)BDCx(s)ds... 
dtr_1 JJY 
(LD)rCx(") II 22 S KT(D) II x(") II 22 L (O, T; Y) L (O, T; X) 
If (A8) holds for some rc NO and x(", x0) is a second solution 
of (P) then 
(1.2.3) (LD)rCx(", x0) = (LD)rCS(")x0 + (LD)r+1Cx(., x0) 
But IILDI) kl and (LD)rCx(", xO) E L2(O, T; Y) and therefore 
(LD)r(Cx(", x0)) _ (LD)r(CSD(")x0) in L2(O, T; Y) 
Applying (LD)kC to 
x(-, xo) = S(")xo + 
Jo 
for each k0 results in (LD)k(Cx(", x0)) E L2(O, T; Y) 
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and therefore 
x(", x0) = SD(")x0 in L2(O, T; X) 
for each T? 0 and hence by continuity 
x(t, x0) = sD(t)x0 for all tz0 
N. B. Of course, by (LD)k(Cx(", x0)) is understood the unique 
extension of this function guaranteed by (A8), but since at each stage 
k= r-1,..., 0 this extension is shown to be (LD)k(CS(", x0)) , 
x(", x0) 
satisfies 
x(", x0) E D(C)' , when C is considered as an unbounded 
operator LZ(O, T; X) } L2(O, T; Y) . 
This additional assumption (A8) is considered in a detailed case 
study in section 4, when the degrees of unboundedness allowed by each 
assumption is determined. This case study illustrates that (A8) is 
restrictive only in the extreme case of a=ß=j, the maximum degree 
of unboundedness allowed by (A4)(A5) and (A6)(i). 
Corollary (2.9) 
Assume (A1)-(A5)(A6)(iii) hold and JIDII <1 then equation 
IILII 
(P) is well-posed (in the sense of definition (2.4)(iii)). 
Proof . 
If (A6)(iii) holds and JIDII < then equation (Y) in theorem 
ILIJ 
(2.6) has a well defined solution for y(") E L2 , for all x0 EX 
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The strong continuity and semigroup property for SD(t) c L(X) 
defined by SD(t)x0 = x(t, x0) where 
t 
x(t, x0) = S(t)x0 + 
JS(t-s)BDy(s)ds 
, x0 
follow just as in theorem (2.6). In order to establish the differentiability 
of SD(t)xO , let xO e DX(A) . Then (A + BDC)x0 cX by assumption (A2). 
Just as in the proof theorem (2.6) there exists a unique solution of 
rt 
(1.2.4) z(t) = CS(t)(A+BDC)x0 + CJ S(t-s)BDz(s)ds 
0 
for z(") E LY In fact z(s)ds = CO(t)x0 - Cx0 and therefore 
fo 
CSD(")x0 is differentiable and (dt (CSD(t)x0))(. ) e LY . The details 
for this are contained in the appendix. Define w(. ) by 
t 
(1.2.5) w(t) = S(t)(A+BDC)x0 + 
J(ts)BD(s)ds 
rt 
As above, it is easy to show that J w(s)ds = SO(t)x0 - x0 . Therefore 0 
Si(t) e L(X) n L(X) is strongly, continuously differentiable and 
(1.2.6) SD(t)xo = SD(t)(A+BDC)x0 
Also, since for x0 c DX(A) , y(t) = CSD(t)x0 satisfies y(") 
y(") e LY , it follows that SD(t)xo c DX(A) , for all xO e 
DX(A) 
and therefore 
(1.2.7) SD(t)x0 = (A+BDC)SD(t)x0 , for all xO e DX(A) 
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Suppose T(t) e L(X) n L(X) is a second strongly continuous semi- 
group satisfying definition (2.4)(iii). Let xO e DX(A) , then 
T(t)xo - SD(t)xO 
Jt äs (s°(t-s)T(s)Xo)ds 
=o. 
Therefore by (A1)(A2) and the strong continuity of T(t) and SD(t) 
on X, uniqueness of S0(t) is proved. Q 
Remark (2.10) 
Corollary (2.9) is the best result since it is possible that 
Im BnX= {0} , for example in boundary perturbations. The result 
relates the generator AD of the semigroup (SD(t))tZ0 and the 
perturbed operator (A+BDC) , by the following formula, 
AD IDX(A) = (A + BDC) IDX-(A) 
As with assumption (A6)(ii), in applications (A6)(iii) severely 
limits the degree of unboundedness allowable within the given framework. 
For example if Y=U=X and there exists ß, r z0 and a>0 such 
that 
ýS(t)xI IX s ::: ' lxi 1X 
IlS(t)xIIX e- I ýýýX 
, for all t>0 
then (A6)(iii) requires that ß+y <j, 
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Remark (2.10) 
In the case that either X=X or else X=X then corollaries 
(2.7) (2.9) hold respectively. However in many applications this is 
not the case and the system is well-posed only in the sense of 
definition (2.4)(i). When this is the case, frequently, some other 
associated machinery guarantees that the solution of the mild equation 
(P) is still unique in some other sense. For example, when (N) models a 
parabolic or hyperbolic equation on some suitable function space, with 
homogeneous boundary values, any solution of the mild equation (P), 
with suitable B, C and- D operators satisfying a Green's formula, can 
be shown to be a "weak solution" of a mixed boundary value problem (see 
Curtain and Pritchard [21]) for which D=0 corresponds to the nominal 
boundary value problem. Consider again example (0.9) of section 1 with 
the semigroup S(t) E L(X) given by 
S(t)x =E eýntxn¢n 9x= Exn4n 9 Exn 
An = 'ý22+l )2ýýn(t) = Y2 cos (22+1)ý 
2 
X= L2(0,1) Ah =, D(A) = {h e H2Ih9(0) = h(1)} 
corresponding to the homogeneous boundary value problem 
1 xt(ý, t) = x(, t) x(, 0) = x() (1.2.8) 
xE(O, t) = x(1, t) =0 
If x(", x0) is a continuous function satisfying 
t 
x(t) = S(t)x0 + 
Jos t-s)BDCx(s)ds 
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with D=dcd, Ch(-) = h(O) and Bu = 60(-)u , where d0(-) 
is the Dirac-delta distribution at 0 then x(", x0) can be shown to 
be a "weak solution" of the mixed boundary value problem 
xt(Z, t) = x99(9, t) x(9,0) = x() 
(1.2.9) 
x9(0, t) = dx(0, t) , x(1, t) =0. 
Thus when x(", x0) is exponentially decaying the mixed boundary 
value problem has a generalised solution which is exponentially stable. 
For a more detailed study of this correspondence between abstract 
differential equations (D) and weak solutions of boundary value problems 
when A is a partial differential operator, see Curtain and Pritchard 
[21] and Salamon [24]. See also Pritchard and Salamon [23] for the 
connection between the mild solution (P) and the abstract differential 
equation (D) for the case of differential delay equations. 
As yet, well-posedness of the perturbed system, defined by equation 
(P), has been considered only for those D lying in a suitable subset of 
L(Y, U) . The reason for this becomes clear in section 3 and results 
from 
the requirement that the solutions be exponentially decaying. In order 
to obtain well-posedness results for arbitrary De L(Y, U) further 
assumptions must be imposed upon the nominal system and the structure 
operators B and C. One possibility is to assume that for all 
DE L(Y, U) there exists T >_ 0 such that HD(T) E L(L2(O, T; Y)), defined 
by 
(1.2.10) HD(T) = PT(I- LD)'T , 
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is boundedly invertible, where pT and vT are defined by 
T: LH -)- L2(O, T; H) PT: h(") } h(. )ICO, TJ and 
aT: L2(0, T; H) } LH aT: h(") } h1(") , pThT =h and h1(t) =0t>T 
(For a detailed study of the well-posedness of equation (P) in this 
setting see Salamon [24] and Chapman et al [52]. ) An alternative to 
this method, more closely related to the requirement of exponential 
stability of solutions, is to proceed as follows: - 
Let Rz0 and suppöse'instead of (A4) that 
(A9) IIJo e-R(--s)S("-s)Bu(s)dsII 2s kRIIu(')II 2 0 LX Lu 
for all u(. ) c L2 , where kR }O as R} 
In section 4 the results of this section and section 3 are 
applied to semigroups satisfying the following properties 
I IS(t)xd Ix Meoat1 IxI Ix 
t 
t> 0, ßý: 0 a> 0 
and 
-at 
I IS(t)xlIX 5 .. e 1 IxIIX t> 0, yZ0. 
If these assumptions hold then property (A9) reduces to 
Me-(R+a)t J0 
tß+Y 
dt }0 as R+ 
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To show this let c>0. Choose (R+a)t 
t<1 and 6 sufficiently small. Then 
such that Me-(R+«)t _d 
r Me-(R+a)t ft Me-(R+a)t l -(R+a)t d t= ý;.. J 
Me dt 
J0 tß+Y 0 tß+Y t tß+Y 
Me-(R+a)t 
+J dt 
ßß+Y 
M1t dt+S dt 
0 ß+ 
ft 
+ Y tß Y 
+ 1f Me-(R+a)t dt 
1 
(1'ß'Y) 
+M' Y+ß<1, ý= 
(R+a) 
Choose R large enough such that n<-, < min(1, -) and 33 
M<E 
results in 
(R+a) 3 
kR-}0 as R+O 
Therefore, for such systems condition (A9) is automatic and is a direct 
consequence of the separating of the exponential decay of the semigroup 
and its inherent smoothing action on the spaces X, X and X 
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Notation. 
Denote by LR E L(L2, L2) the map 
u(") } Cj" e- 
R("-S)S("-s)Bu(s)ds 
0 
guaranteed by (A9). 
Theorem (2.11) 
R>0 
Assume conditions (Al)-(A3)(A5)(A6)(i) and (A9) hold. 
If DE L(Y, U) then the.. system is well posed in the sense of definition 
(2A) (i). 
Proof . 
Denote by LHoR the set of functions 
LH, R = {f(") E L2(O, T; H) for all T>0, such 
that e-2RtIIf(t)IIdt < -} 
H 
0 
Choose R sufficiently large so that IILRDII <1 and consider 
the following fixed point problem on L2 
(1.2.11) YR(") = Yo(-) + (LRDYR)(") 
where yR(t) = Ce-R(t)S(t)x0 (N. B. yR(") E LY follows from the fact 
that (A6)(i) is preserved under bounded perturbation and SR(t) 
= e-RtS(t) is exponentially stable on all three spaces X, XX .) 
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Equation (1.2.11) has a unique solution for yR(") c LY . As in the 
proof of theorem (2.6) define x(t, x0) by 
t 
(1.2.12) x(t, xo) = S(t)xo + 
fos(t-s)BDeRsyR(s)ds 
Then it is easy to show that x(", x0) e 
Therefore x(t, x0) satisfies (P) in LH R 
group property for (SD(t))tzo defined by 
immediate. Also x(", x0) E L2(O, T; X) for a 
with this property. Consequently the system 
DE L(Y, u) . 
Remark (2.12) 
LXýR and Cx(", x0) E LY, R 
Continuity and the semi- 
SD (t)x0 = x(t, x0) are 
1xcX and is unique 
is well posed for all 
0 
It turns out that well-posedness of the perturbed system for arbitrary 
DE L(Y, U) is unnecessary from the robustness viewpoint, although theorem 
(2.11) gives a complete picture for the results of this section. 
Remark (2.13) 
Again as for the case when IIDII <l the corollaries (2.7) 
IILII 
and (2.9) hold true for all DE L(Y, U) under the necessary additional 
assumptions. These are omitted here since the important aspect is the 
existence theorems for arbitrary De L(Y, U) . 
§3. A robustness measure. 
The well-posedness results of 92 now allow the following definition 
of various stability radii (depending upon the degree of unboundedness) 
for perturbed systems defined by equation (P). 
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Definition (3.1) 
For j=1,2 or 3 define 
(1.3.1) rK(A; B, C) = sup{IIDII <d implies the system (P) is 
well-posed in the sense of definitiv 
(2.4)(j) and the guaranteed semigrou 
exponentially stable) 
Remarks (3.2) 
d 
well-posed in the sense of definition 
(2.4)(j) and the guaranteed semigroup is 
exponentially stable) . 
a) The possibility that rK(A; B, C) _ is not discounted. 
b) In Chapter 2, r, (A; B, C) is related to a certain non-standard 
linear quadratic problem. 
c) In Chapter 3a robustness measure or stability radius analogous 
to this one is developed for certain other infinite-dimensional, linear 
systems. 
d) Theorem (2.6) (and corollaries (2.7) and (2.9)) involved the 
bound IIDII < JIL11-1 . In this section rJ(A; B, C) is shown 
to be equal 
to IILII-1 for each j=1,2,3 
Proposition (3.3) 
If conditions (A1)-(A6)(j) hold then 
rK(A; B, C) > 
II1 III 
Note: This establishes that exponential stability of the perturbed 
semigroup is robust. 
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Proof. 
If IIDII <1 then y(") , the unique solution of (Y) IILII 
satisfies 
IIY(")IIL2 S 1I(I - LD)-111 IICS(")XO11L2 
YY 
s KIIxoIIx for some kz0. 
Hence 
J; i l st) Idt s2 1IS(t)x IIdt + 2J1I (t-P)BDY(P)dPIIdt 0 f0 ý 
s k21 Ix0IIX for some ký0. 
Therefore exponential stability of (SD (t))tZ0 follows from 
lemma (1.6). Q 
Remark (3.4) 
In fact for j=3 (SD(t))t>o is exponentially stable also as a 
semigroup on X. 
Lemma (3.5) 
If (A1)-(A3) hold, then 
(iwI-A)x =J iW 
tS(t)xdt 
EX for all xeX 
0 
and (iw-A)-1 E L(X, X) 
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Proposition (3.6) 
Assume (A1)-(A4) hold and U and Y are Hilbert spaces. If 
supIIG(ic)lI <, where G(iw) = C(iw-A)-1B , then 
w 
(1.3.3) IILII = suplIG(iw)II w 
Proof . 
See Appendix. 
Theorem (3.7) 
Suppose (A1)-(A6)(j) hold for j=1,2 or 3,0< supIIG(iw)II < 
W 
and U and Y are Hilbert spaces then 
(1.3.4) ri(A; B, C) =j=1,2 or 3. 
sups IG(iw) II w 
Proof. 
From propositions (3.3) and (3.6) it follows that 
(1.3.5) rK(A; B, C) Z1 
sups IG(iw)I I w 
In order to prove the exactness of the estimate (1.3.5) in the case 
K=C it is demonstrated that for all e>0 there exists Dc L(Y, U) 
such that the corresponding xeX with I IDI I< 1+e supl IG(iw) II 
solution x 
D(", 
x ) of 
j p) is not exponentially decreasing. 
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Let w0 eJR and 6>0 be such that 
I IG(iwo) IIý suPl IG(jw) II- 612 >0 w 
For this wo 9 choose uEU, Hull =1 such that 
IIG(iwo)uIIY '- IIG(iwo)HH - 612 . 
Set G(iw0)u = JIG(iw0)ulIYv , 
IIvIIY =1 and define Du e L(Y, U) 
by 
uy <Y, V>yu D= 
IIG(iwo)uIIY 
for all yEY. 
Then 
1Z1= IIDUII >> 
suPIIG(iw)II'a IIG(iwo)uily suPIIG(iw)II ww 
and 
-1 u 
C(iw0I-A)-1Bu 
(IC(iw0I-A) Bully 
Thus x= (iw0I-A)-'BDuv E DR (A) satisfies 
(iw0I-A)x = BDUJCx . 
iw t 
Consequently for this Du and xcX, x(t) =e0x satisfies 
the differential equation (D) as in corollary (2.9). Also x(t) is 
continuous with values in DX(A) and therefore 
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x(t) - S(t)x = 
fo äs (S(t-s)x(s))ds 
r0 t 
=1 S(t-s)(iw-A)x(s)ds 
S(t-s)BDCx(s)ds ft 0 
iw t 
Hence x(t) =e0x is a solution of (P) for D= Du . Now 
given e>0 choose 6>0, sufficiently small such that 
IIDII< 1 +E 
SuPIIG(iw)II 
w 
rQ(A; B, C) _ 
1 
suplIG(i )II W 
Remark (3.8) 
and hence 
j=1,2,3 .Q 
In fact contained within the proof of this theorem is the following 
result concerning the assumption supItG(iw)II < 
W 
Corollary (3.9) 
Assume conditions (Al)-(A3) hold. If (A4) holds then 
suPIIG(iw) w 
Proof. 
Suppose suplIG(iw)Il _ then given any R>0 there exists 
w 
w0 E R, ueU, Ilull =1 such that 
IG(iwo)ul IY ZR..,. 
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For this w0 and u let Du and x be constructed as in theorem 
(3.5). Then Cx #0 
IIDuII 51 and y(t) =e 
iw 0t Cx 
R 
is a solution of equation (Y), but y(. ) 1 LY . However for R 
sufficiently large IILDII <1 and therefore equation (Y) has a unique 
solution v(") E Lý . This leads to a contradiction and therefore T 
supltG(iw)II W 0 
The results of this. section allow analysis of the robustness of 
various infinite dimensional systems. In general, however, calculation 
of this robustness margin or stability radius is very difficult (even 
for the case X finite dimensional). In the final section of this 
chapter, calculation of this stability radius is carried out for some 
simple examples. 
94. Applications. 
Example (4.1) 
Consider again example (0.8) of section 1, where 
X= Cn x L2(-l, 0; Cn) and A is given by 
A0h(0) + A1h(-1) 0=0 
(Ah)(e) _ 
dh 
eE C-1,0) de 
D(A) = H1(-1,0; Qn) 
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This example illustrates perfectly all the various difficulties 
involving the structure and unboundedness of the perturbation term and 
the various assumptions required in obtaining the results of sections 2 
and 3. Here B= CI] and C= [O, E_a] , where E_ah = h(-a) , result 
in X but X= Cn x Hl+e(_l, 0; tn)I ?e>0 
If all the roots of Det(AI-A0-eA1) =0 lie in the right half 
plane then it is easy to verify conditions (Al)-(A6)(i) and (iii). For 
example, (A6)(i) requires 
IICS(")xII 
L2 
s clIxIIX for all 
y 
x= (z0, zT) Enx Hl+E(-1, O; an) . 
Now I ICS(" )x1122 =II Iz(t-a) 112ndt LY 
where z(") is the solution of 
z(t) = A0z(t) + A1z(t-1) Z(T) = ZT TE [-1,0) 
Taking Fourier-Plancherel transforms yields 
IIZ(t-a)112ndt` 
ý*11j(jw)112ndW 
+ IIz(t)Il2ndt lo d jo _, Q r0 
where z(iw) = (iw-A0-Ale-iw)-1(z0) + A1J e-i4(T+1)Z(T)dT) 
- 1 
and therefore using the condition on Det(xI-AD-e-x A, ) 
(ICS(")xII 2s cIIxIIX for all xcX ýY - 
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Clearly abstraction of the perturbed equation 
i(t) = A0z(t) + Pz(t-a) + A1z(t-1) t>0 
results in a unique semigroup on X. (See Curtain and Pritchard [21]). 
This semigroup can be obtained via the construction of section 2. 
Let uc Tn then 
(iW I-Aý-1(0)u = (h(6» 
if 
u= iwh(0) - A0h(0) - A1h(-1) 
0= iwh (e) - 
de (e) . 
Hence 
h(e) = eiweh(O) = eiwe[iwI-AO-Ale-iwI-lu 
Therefore 
C(iwI-A)-'Bu = e-iwaliwl-AO-Ale-iw1-1u 
and 
r¢(A; B, C) = inf a[icI-AC-Ale-1w] ,j=1 and 
3 
w 
Therefore the system 
z(t) = A0z(t) + Pz(t-a) + A1z(t-1), t>0 
is exponentially stable providing that IIPII < r, (A; B, C) . Note, 
however, 
the surprising result that the bound on P is independent of the delay 
term a! The reason for this is that complex perturbations are allowed 
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in the framework. If the perturbation P is restricted to ]Rnxn 
then clearly the bound would depend on a. This complex stability 
radius does give a (lower)bound on the size of allowable P EIRnxn 
when the delay term a is unknown. 
Example (4.2) 
Consider the nominal, second order partial differential equation 
ztt+vzt-z0, v>0 
(1.4.1) 
z(Olt) = z(1, t) =0 z(ß, 0) = z(E) 
If X= H1(0,1) x L2(0,1) , Ax = 
[0 
-1] , 
Az =z 
D(A) = HO(0,1) n H2(0,1) x Hä(0,1) , then this partial differential 
equation may be reformulated as an abstract differential equation 
X(t) = Ax(t) , x(O) = x0 
Suppose that robustness of this system to perturbations in the damping 
term of the form (Dzt(")X t) , is required. That is, a perturbed system 
I ztt + vzt - (Dzt("))(ý) -z=0, v>0 
(1.4.2) 
z(0, t) = z(1, t) =0 z(t, 0) = z(t) 
Such a perturbation of (1.4.1) results in an abstract structured 
perturbation BDC with B= (0) ,C= (0, I) ,DE L(L2(0,1)) and 
X=X=X, U=Y= L2(0,1) . 
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Since v>0 and B and C are bounded it is easy to check 
that assumptions (A1)-(A6) are satisfied. Let ýn(E) = 2 sin nwE 
n=1,2,... and 
Ex 
1 
n4n 
x 
Exnýn 
then an equivalent norm on HO(0,1) x LZ(0,1) is given by 
IIxIIX ° En2ý2(xn)2 + (xn)2 
Let uc L2(0,1) with u= Eunýn juni2 < co 
Then 
Ehnen 
1( O)Eun4, 
= if 
Ehnen 
0= E(iwhn-hn)o 
Eunýn = z(+ n211 hn + (iw+v)hn)ýn 
So hn 2= iwhn, un = (+ n2"2-w2 + iwv)hn ,n=1,2 ... 
Thus 
C(iwI-A)-'Bu = Ehnen =E 
1W 
-- 
ý, 
u nen 
+n27r 
2- 
w2 + iwv 
This yields 
2 2_w2 222 
rý(A; B, C) = inf inf( 
(n ýr ) +w v 
wnw 
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=v, j=1,2,3 . 
It must be emphasised, however, that this is the exact bound for 
all DE L(L2(0,1)) and not just the linear operator defined via 
scalar multiplication. 
It is also of interest to compute r, (A; I, I) for which one obtains 
r, (A; I, I) ti v/2 as v ->- 0 and r, (A; I, I) ti w2/v as v} . These 
results are again of some surprise since as v -} - the decay rate of 
the semigroup tends to infinity. The reason for this result is that the 
unstructured case means that. both 0 and I are perturbed i 
1] 
n 
(0 
_ LD v 
Example (4.3) - Case study I. 
Let (S(t))tZo be the semigroup of example (0.9) defined on 
X= L2(0,1) with generator A, Ah =h, D(A) = {hEH2Ih (0) = h(l) = 0} 
Of importance in performing the calculations are the eigenvalues 
an = -(22+1)2.2 and eigenvectors 4n(Z) = 2 cos(2n+1)ig ,n=0,1,.... 
of A. 
Case i) Let B=C=I2 and DE L(L2(0,1)) then the abstract 
L (0,1) 
operator A+D corresponds to the partial differential equation 
zt =z+ (Dz)(") 
(1.4.3) 
z&(O, t) = z(1, t) =0 
Clearly, since B and C are bounded, assumptions (A1)-(A6) hold. 
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Let x= Exn4n 9 Exn <- then 
(iW-A)-1x = E(iw-an)-1Y n, 
Therefore 
i 
rJ(A, I, I) _ 
supII(i -A)-'II W 
= Iai l 
_2 /4 'J=1,2,3 
Again this is the expected result for the case scalar multiplication 
operators but it must be emphasised that it is also the case for all 
De L(L2(0,1)) . 
Case (ii) Let Cc L(L2(0,1), C) be given by 
Cx = <X, C> 
L2(0,1) 
for some ce L2(0,1) 
d0 is the Dirac-delt 
HS = {x = Exnn such 
Note H0 = L2(0,1) . 
perturbed system 
and B be given by Bu = 60u where ucT and 
a function at 0. Then Be L(T, H- c) >c>0 where 
that EIanIsxn} with norm IIxII 
2s 
= nýsxn H 
The abstract structure operators result in a 
I zt = z99 
r 
(1.4.4) z (0, t) =d1 J c(a)z(a, t)da , c(") e L2(0,1) 0 
z(1, t) =0. 
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Since C is bounded it is easy to check assumptions (A1)-(A3) 
and (A6)(i)(ii). Now 
IIJ*s("-s)Bu(s)dsII2 2<2E 2llu(")1122 0 LX Ianl L (0,00) 
from which (A4) follows. (A5) requires that 
II ft2 Eenn(s)dsII22 S k2(t)IIu(")II22 
0 L (0,1) L (O, t) 
But the left hand side i's equal to 
a 
E 
ý2 a 
(fte ns IX Ia/2u(s)ds)2 az0 
ný 
ins 
a2 -a/2 a a/2 Now sup e Ian se (2s) . Therefore n 
tilt v72 1: e 
An s 
ýn4(s)dst122 
0L (0,1) 
s e-a(2)a(fo 
ts-ads)( tIu(s)I2ds) 
E1a 
f0 
Ix nI 
Any aE (j , 1) yields (A5). 
Now for all xe L2(0,1) 9 
IICS(-)xI; 22 =Ee 
2x 
L (o, ý) 
Jo 
2a t <xlý, 
2 
=TEen an+s n +£ <ýnc>2dt 0 Ixn1 
k211XIIH_ 
_E 'k>0 
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Therefore the system is well posed in the sense of definition (2.4). 
In order to obtain a specific formula for the associated stability radii 
choose c(C) = V2 cos 7/2ý . Then it is easy to show that 
C(iw-A)-'Bu = 2 (iw-aO-lu , for all ucC, 
and for j=1,2,3 
2 
rJ(A; B, C) _ 'T 
V2 
Therefore the system 
r zt =z r10 zE(O, t) = Y12 dJ cos 7r E/2 z(t, t)dE , z(1, t) =0 
is exponentially stable if Id) < r2/42 . 
Case (iii). Let Bu = 60u, as in case (ii) but now let Cz = z(&1) , 
0s El s1. With X= H-1-E as in case (ii) and X= Hl+E ,0<e<j 
BE L(C, H- -E) Ce L(Hi+c, C ) and D=deC. The abstract 
perturbation operator A+ BDC corresponds to the mixed boundary value 
problem 
zt =z 
(1.4.5) 
z&(O, t) = dz(E1, t), z(1, t) =0 
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In fact for the spaces X and X the semigroup, (S(t))t, , 
satisfies the following properties: - there exists a>0 such that 
(1.4.6) ( IS(t)x I IX S Me--at I 1X I IX t>0 
-t 
and 
- at 
(1.4.7) I IS(t)x I (X <_ Mey I lx i IA 't>0 t 
and Y=ß= 1/4 + e/2 . To see (1.4.7) let x=E xnýn then 
IIS(t)xIIX = EIxnI2e 
2ant 
xn12 
Iý Iu e 
2ant 
Ix III 
nn' 2 
2a t 
Ixnl 
s Sup en Ix IE Ianlu n 
2 
e-u (u )u n 
2t Ixn ýu 
11 =j+e 
= e-(i+E)(, 
2t)I+E 
ilxiiH_ 
_E 0 
and (1.4.7) follows using the exponential stability of S(t) . 
It is easy to show that for systems satisfying (1.4.6) and (1.4.7) 
assumptions (A4)-(A6)(i) require 
(A4) ß+y< 1 
(A5) ß< 
(A6)(i) Y< 
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and (A6)(iii) 0+Y<j. Therefore assumptions (A1)-(A5)(A6)(i) 
hold for 0<e<i. Also 
C(iw-A)-1B = 2 E(iw-an)-1ýn(ýl) 
and therefore 
1 
rý(A, B, C) = 
/2 E 
Iýn(1)I 
Ix nl 
In particular if = 0, rä(A; B, C) =1. So the perturbed system (1.4.5) 
zt =z 
z&(O, t) = dz(O, t) , z(1, t) =0 
will be exponentially stable providing Id! <1. 
Case (iii) provides a classic example when the study of the mild 
solution of (P) provides the unique solution of an associated problem, in 
this case the weak solution of a parabolic equation with mixed boundary 
values. 
This case study illustrates well the interplay between the smoothing 
action of the semigroup and the structure and unboundedness of the perturbed 
operator. However all the systems studied in example (4.1)-(4.3) are known 
a priori to be well posed in some sense. In order to illustrate how the 
theorems of section 2 and 3 can be used to study both the problems of well- 
posedness and stability of the perturbed system and also how (A8) relates 
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to the uniqueness problem for solutions of the perturbed system (P) 
consider a second case study. 
Example (4.4) Case study II 
Let {fin}n=1 be a complete orthonormal basis for a real Hilbert 
space X, and {fin }n=1 a set of real numbers with ... X <,,, <X <0 
Then 
a 
(1.4.8) S(t)x = F. e nt <x, $n>ýn for xcX 
defines a strongly continuous semigroup (S(t))t, p on X with generator 
Ax =E n<x'ýn>ýn 
(1.4.9) 
D(A) = {x eX: E an<x, ýn>2 < co, 
It is easy to see that r, (A; I, I) = Ix1I 
Consider now the following (unbounded) structure operators: 
(1.4.10) Bu =E bn<u, 4 >ýn bn #0n=1,2 ... 
(1.4.11) Cx =E cn<x, ýn>ýn cn +0n=1,2 ... 
Then if 
X= {x = Exnen , rß 
2x2 
< co ßn $ 01 , 
IIxIIX = Eß2X2 
X= {x. = E non EYnfi < Yn 
# 0} , 
IIxIIX = EYnx 
n 
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Bc L(X, X) ,Cc L(X, X) , providing that 
ß2b2 sK for large n 
cn s Ky for large n 
for some generic constant K. 
It is easy to show that assumptions (A1)-(A6)(i)(iii) are valid if 
(Al) yn Z K2 ßn for large n 
(A2) yn s Kßn1Ani2 for large n, 
(A4) br s KIa I2 for large n, n n 
(A5) 2s b KIXnI for large n, 
n 
(A6)(i) cn s KIanI for large n, 
(A6)(iii ) c2 s Kama I for large n 
Consider now assumption (A8) and for simplicity assume that D= OX 
where IX is the identity map on X. Let x(") = Exn(")ýn c L2(O, T; X) 
then 
t -x (t-s) (LD)(Cx(. ))(t) =dE cnb nen xn n (s)ýds J0 n-1 
and (A7) follows providing that c2IbnI s kIanI , for n 
large. In 
n 
general (A8) follows for some rc if Icnlr+llbnlr s kIanIr , for 
n large. Therefore if Icnbnj < klan1 then Icnlr+llbnIr : r- klxnlr for 
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r sufficiently large. Thus if lbncnIs kian' 
r(A; B, C) = inf and if lbncnI < kIAnI 
n Ibncnl 
then the system is well posed as a dynamical system in the sense of 
remark (2.8). 
In fact if cn < kIan I, bn < kix i and ßn =1, Yn = IcnI 
Ibn1 
then the system (P) is well posed as a dynamical system on X. 
The conditions cn <, klX I, bn < klang imply that B and C 
are of the order (-A)I-E for c>0. However the condition 
cn sk a2 IX I, required for assumption (A6)(iii) restricts the 
2 
unboundedness to be that of (-A)i 
Note that in the calculation of r, (A; B, C) the supIIG(iW)II 
W 
occurs at w=0 and therefore this stability radius for complex 
perturbations is also the stability radius for real perturbations. 
Example (4.5) Case study III. 
Let {an}n_1 sT be a set of complex numbers with an = An 
R+ ian 
and an s -v ,v>0 and n=1,2,... . Assume xn = xn + 
ixn is 
such that {xn, xn} is linear independent set, spanning a vector space X 
For x= Eanxn + an xi define 
IIXI12 = E(cc 2+ ß2)S2, SnI 0 S 
and denote by Xa the Banach space obtained by taking the closure of X 
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with respect to this norm. For x= E«nxn + gnxn set 
(1.4.12) S(t)x = EeXnt(cosant[anxn + ßnxn] + sinant[ xR_anxn]) 
Clearly (S(t))2,0 defines a strongly continuous semigroup on 
X1 with 6o=1 for all n and 
Ils(t)ll s e''t ,tz0. 
If A is the generator of S(t) , then 
Ax = ExR(anxR+ßnxn) + A'(ßnxn-anx') 
(1.4.13) 
D(A) = {x e X, ,x= ZanxnR +ßnx' , zix 
12(a2+ß2) < Co} 
Also 
AR aI 
nn 
ACxnxnI = Exnxn] IR and xn , xn 
-a a nn 
and anon, n=1,2,... are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A. It 
is easy to show that for x= Eanxn +a x' 
iwI-A -fix =E 
WW-xn)an+Xnßn)xn + ((iw-xn)ßn-anXn)xn 
«lw-fi) + (x1 2 
n)) 
Hence 
2= 
sup 
W2 + IX n2 Iliiwl-A)-1Iý 
n ((w2 + Ixn12)2-4(xn)2w2) 
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and therefore 
j (W2 + Ixý2)2-4(ýn)2`ý2 
j 
r(A; I, I) = inf inf n, j=1,2,3 
Wn W2+IA nI2 
One can show, viewing this minimisation problem as an infinite family 
of 2x2 problems, that rd(A; I, I) is the minimum of 
inf {IX I} and inf {(4IA I(Ianl"IxnI)) ) 
nEA nEN\A 
2 
where A= {n c lN I-IX l2 ý 4an } 
This gives a relationship between the eigenvalues xn of A and 
the robustness of the nominal system with respect to bounded perturbation. 
For example Xn = -n2ý2 , an =0r, (A; I, I) = w2 . 
(However, this 
construction is artificial since it concerns complex perturbations of a 
real operator A whose spectrum is complex. ) To examine the effect of 
unbounded perturbations suppose C=I and for x= E(anxn + ßnxn 
sk. (U) Bx =E yn(anxn +0xI) yn $0, B EL(Xl , Xa), 'r 62 
It is easy to show that 
J (Ianl 
2+ 
w2 )2- 4(A 
I)2 
w2 
1 
r(A, B, I) = inf inf ,j=1,2 
w y2(w2 + IAnl2) 
which results in rJ(A; B, I) being the minimum of 
I 
inf{ 
I_nl} 
and inf {(4lXnl(lanl 
- 1an1)) 
} 
nEA Ian n¬N\A lynl 
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If IanI2 >- 4(an)2 n ¬]N then the system withstands unboundedness 
so that lYn1 :5 kIan I. If however Ian12 s 4(a 
n)2 
one can show that 
RaR 
4 fl < r, (A; B, I) < /2 
Inl 
3 IYnI IYnl 
and therefore (YnI ". IXnI . This illustrates how the distribution of 
the spectrum restricts the allowable unboundedness of the perturbation. 
This framework allows analysis of the robustness of some stabilisation 
procedures for hyperbolic. systems. It is well known that a certain degree 
of unboundedness in the feedback is required to stabilise such systems. 
Example (4.6) 
Consider 
ztt= zEE 
zE(O, t) = fzt(O, t) , z(1, t) =0f>1 
It is easy to show that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
corresponding first order (in time) problem 
zl 
z2 t 
(1.4.15) 
z1 (0, t) = 
0 I zi 
0 0 z2 
fz2(0, t) , zl(l, t) =0 
are respectively an = -v+nni, ;v= log 
f4- 
and 
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((4e 
-vý + eVE)(cosnwE + 
xn = 
e-vý + evE)(cosnwE 
f 
I-f 
isi nrnr ) 
and xn 
+ isinnTr&) 
for n=0,1,2 ... . Using the analysis of case study III it is easy 
to show that r, (A; I, I) =v. This agrees with the observation by Chen 
[391 that positive boundary damping will dominate over negative distributed 
damping. However the system does not withstand any unbounded perturbation 
of type (U) , since Yn s kIan, for large n. Unfortunately representation, 
via (U), of particular B operators, respecting the second order structure 
is very difficult, and therefore it is not possible to say whether the 
feedback system (1.4.14) is robust to perturbations of, say, the boundary 
data. The analysis does, however, indicate that care must be taken in the 
design of feedback controllers for undamped, hyperbolic systems, for example 
large flexible space structures. (See Chen [38], [39] for a study of the 
boundary stabilisation of wave equations and Datko et al [37] for a study 
of the effect of time delays in such stabilisation procedures. ) 
§5. Conclusions. 
The results of sections 2and 3 allow the analysis of the exact robust- 
ness of infinite dimensional systems to unbounded/structured perturbations. 
The robustness characterisation turns out to be the same, independent of 
the degree of unboundedness in the perturbation term, and only the inter- 
pretation of this measure changes. The interpretation depends upon whether 
the abstract equation (P) a) represents some system known a priori to be 
well posed, b) yields solutions of the abstract differential equation (D) 
or else c) has meaning only as a dynamical system on X. In all of these 
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cases the major problem is to prove that solutions constructed via 
the auxiliary equation (Y) are unique. This leads to various types 
of assumption. If the system is studied only as a dynamical system 
on X then the " zero order" assumption (A6)(ii) is imposed. This 
assumption, however, turns out to be quite restrictive. The "rth order" 
assumption (A8) recovers the high degree of unboundedness allowed within 
the framework and this is illustrated by the case study II in section 4. 
The reason why the robustness measures are characterised by the same 
formula is because, in all three cases, the unique solution is constructed 
via the same auxiliary (Y) equation. The stability radius introduced in 
this chapter could be termed a stability radius for the solution of the 
(Y) equation on LY . This concept is considered in detail in Chapter 3 
where an abstract version of equation (Y) is used to study more general 
systems governed by evolution or resolvent operators. 
All the analysis in this chapter with the exception of example (4.4) 
is carried out for the case K=C. This limitation is best illustrated 
by example (4.1) and indicates a need for a real stability radius for 
infinite dimensional systems. Another area for possible future research, 
arising also in the study of the robustness of a simple delay equation, 
is as follows. Let the nominal system be given as in example (4.1) by 
i(t) = A0z(t) + Alz(t-1) ,t>0 
and consider instead the perturbed system 
ß 
z(t) = aoz(t) +z Pi z(t-«i) + A, z(t-1), t>o 
=ý 
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where 0s al s ... <_ a. s1 This results in the perturbed 
2. 
structured operator E BiDiC. with 
i=l 
Bi = [I] , Di = Pi e Cnxn and C. = [0 E_a ] 
The problem would then be to determine a measure of robustness to 
such "multi perturbations" and then to obtain a characterisation of 
this measure. 
Probably a more obvious area of further research is to construct 
feedback controllers which maximise this stability radius, hence 
obtaining the maximum robustness for the system. This would be 
particularly interesting in applications to systems of large flexible 
structures. In Szumko [53] this problem is studied for the case X is 
finite dimensional using alternative characterisations of the complex 
stability radius, via a certain non-standard algebraic Riccati equation. 
This Riccati equation and the associated linear quadratic problem is 
studied in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2. The stability radius and the algebraic Riccati equation. 
§0. Introduction. 
In this chapter the connection between the stability radius for 
semigroups of operators and a certain non-standard, linear quadratic 
problem is developed. This connection is treated in the finite 
dimensional case by Hinrichsen and Pritchard in [8]. In order to 
generalise their theory to an infinite dimensional setting with 
unbounded structure operators a framework conceptually similar to the 
one for rd of Chapter l is used. At a technical level the assumptions 
placed upon the system are more restrictive requiring the dual of A6(iii) 
(as is expected for the control problem) in order to obtain a strict 
algebraic Riccati equation (see Salamon 124] for a weaker treatment of 
the standard linear quadratic problem). This conceptual similarity in 
the frameworks required for the study of these two connected, but quite 
different, problems is, after some consideration, of little surprise 
since both problems deal with the L2-boundedness of certain functions. 
This relationship is due, essentially, to the equivalence of LP-stability 
(L2-stability is used in Chapter 1 so that the norm induced on D as a 
map from LY to L2 is the same as that on L(Y, U)) and exponential 
stability for semigroups of operators. For a detailed account of this 
equivalence and generalisations to evolution operators and non-linear 
semigroups see Datko [17], 118] and Ichikawa [19] (also Curtain-Pritchard 
[2l], Pritchard-Zabczyk [50]). 
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In section 1 it is shown how study of the structured stability 
radius of Chapter 1 leads, quite naturally, onto a non-standard, 
infinite time, linear quadratic problem. In section 2 the strengthening 
of the assumptions of Chapter 1 and the consequences pertaining to the 
current problem are detailed. The framework used is that of Pritchard 
and Salamon 1221 in their detailed study of the standard linear quadratic 
problem with unbounded sensing and control. Also in section 2, the 
question of well-posedness of the linear quadratic problem on the 
finite time interval is approached. In section 3 the infinite time 
problem is studied, by a limiting procedure on the finite time problem. 
This leads to a non-standard algebraic Riccati equation. Finally in 
section 4a solution of the algebraic Riccati equation is used as a 
Liapunov functional, to estimate regions of attraction of the origin for 
an unusual class of Lipschitz bounded perturbations of the nominal system. 
This Liapunov functional will not be a Liapunov functional in the classical 
sense of La Salles principle. Instead the Liapunov functional is used 
only to obtain a region of initial states where the evolution of the 
system is in L2 . This together with the mild equation results 
in 
asymptotic stability of the origin for the perturbed systems. This is 
unusual in that the normal approach is to obtain relatively compact 
orbits which would be difficult to guarantee in this infinite 
dimensional setting. 
§1. The stability radius and a non-standard linear quadratic problem. 
Let A be the generator of an exponentially stable semigroup of 
operators, S(t) c L(X) , on a complex Hilbert space X. Assume 
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Bc L(U, X) and Ce L(X, Y) where U, Y, X and X are complex Hilbert 
spaces such that Al of Chapter 1 holds. Recall that, under suitable 
assumptions upon A, B and C, r3(A; B, C) is characterised as 
1 
tiLli 
L-} L; u() -'- C where L: 
J(. 
-s)Bu(s)ds 
Consider now the following optimisation problem 
inf J(xo, v) where 
vEL2 u 
d (xo, v) = 
JýI'Iv(s)II2 
- r2IIY(s)II ds 
t 
and y(t) = CS(t)x0 + Cf0 §(t-s)Bv(s)ds , x0 EX 
This first elementary proposition relates the functional J (O, v) 
and the quantity IILII = suplIG(iw)II of Chapter 1. 
W 
Proposition (1.1) 
Assume (Al)-(A4) of Chapter 1 hold then 
r2 < r2 if and only if (i) J(O, v) Z0 
if and only if (ii) I-r2G (iw)G(iw) z0 
for all w CIR , where G(iw) = C(iw-A)-'B and re = inf 
W IIG(iw)tI 
Proof . 
For any v(")E Lu , y(") E LY , where 
t 
y(t) =CJ S(t-s)Bv(s)ds = (Lv)(t) 
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Therefore J (O, v) = 11v1122 - r2IIY(")IIU2 LUY 
By proposition (3.6), Chapter 1 (ILvIlY s1 lIvII2 . Therefore 
r2 
U 
r2 < rQ implies J(O, v) >_ 0 for all vc LU . Conversely if 
rz rT then J(0, v) <0 since HILIJ =r. For the second 
inequality, use is made of Plancherel's theorem, Yosida [54], Kappel- 
Kunisch 136], and the boundedness of G(iw) , to deduce that 
J(O, v) = 2ý 
I- 
<v(i. ), v(iw)>u -r G(iw)v(iw), G(iw)v(iw)>Y dw 
= 
2ý 
J- <v(iw)(I -rG*(iw)G(iw)) , v(iw)>U , dw 
where v(iw) = Jco 
0 
e-iWtv(t)dt , v(. ) E Lu . 
Remark (1.2) 
If all the assumptions Al-A6 (j) are imposed then proposition 1 
gives an equivalence between the bound ri upon perturbations retaining 
exponential stability and the non-negativity of J(O, v) for v(. ) e LU 
Remark (1.3) 
The following proposition concerns J(x0, v) and replaces the 
assumption in Pritchard and Salamon [22] of there existing a control 
function with finite cost. 
Proposition (1.4) 
Assume (Al)-(A4)(A6)(iii) (of Chapter 1) hold. If r<r 
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then inf J(xOgv) >- for all xO cX2 
VELu 
Proof. 
Recall from Chapter 1 that CS(")x0 extends by (A6)(iii) to a 
unique function in LY for all xO eX. By (Al)(A3)(A4) and (A6)(iii) 
y(. ) = CS(")x0 + (Lv)(. ) is well defined for any x0 EX and v(. ) E LU 
Therefore 
J(x0, v) = J(0, v)-r? fÖ11CS(s)xO112-2r2Re <CS(s)x0, (Lv)(s)>ýds 
ICS(S)x-II ds + [(r2-r2)-a]JCo II(Lv)(s)IIYds '- -r2(1 + a)(Co 10 0 
for any a>0. Hence for a sufficiently small 
J(Xosv) z -r2(1 + ä) 
111CS(S)XOýý2ds 
0 
>- by assumption (A6)(iii). Q 
\ This optimisation problem has received considerable interest 
Brockett [47], Willems 155] in the finite dimensional case, due to the 
geometry of the solution of the corresponding Riccati equation. The 
connection between this non standard optimisation problem and the stability 
radius of Chapter 1 motivates its study in this infinite dimensional 
framework. In fact study of such non-standard Riccati equations is 
relevant to the problem of robustness improvement via state space methods 
(see Szumko [53]). 
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§2. The abstract framework and the finite time problem. 
In section 1 the relationship between the stability radius of 
Chapter 1 and a certain non-standard, infinite time linear quadratic 
problem was introduced. Consider now the corresponding finite time 
problem on CtO, TJ fixed. 
(2.2.1) inf Jt (x0, V) , Jt (x0, v) ='r2IICx(s)IIds 20 
JTIIv(s)! I 
t vcL (t0, T ; U) 0 
t_ 
(2.2.2) x(t) = S(t)xo +j S(t-s)Bv(s)ds , t0 5t5T, x0 EX to 
As in Chapter 1, in order to make sense of (2.2.2) when B and C 
are unbounded operators, conditions (Al)-(A6)(iii) are assumed to hold. 
In fact in the sequel the following additional assumption is required. 
(A5ii) there exists b(t0, T) Z0 such that for all v(") E L2(t0, T; U) 
T_ 
J S(T=s)Bv(s)ds cX and t0 
rT IIJ S(T-s)Bv(s)dsIIX <_ h(tO, T)Ilv(')Il 2 
to -L (tO, T; U) 
Note. As in lemma (2.2) Chapter 1, b(tO, T) can be assumed to be 
independent of tO, T . 
Remark (2.1) 
If, under the identification of X with X* ,X=X then 
(A5)(ii) 
is the dual of (A6)(iii). (Salamon [51]). 
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Remark (2.2) 
X si XSX with continuous dense embeddings and S (t) is a 
strongly continuous semigroup on X, X, X. See Pritchard and 
Salamon [22]. 
Remark (2.3) 
Of importance in the sequel are the dual statements of (A6)(iii) 
and (A5)(ii). 
(A6)(iii)* for all y(. ) e L2(t0, T; Y) 
Il f' S*(S-t0)C Y(s)dsIIX* 5 cIly(")II 2 Jt 0L (tOsT; Y) 
and 
(A5ii)* for all xe X* IIB*S*(T-")xlI 
L2 (t0, T; U) - 
bHHxHHX* 
(See Salamon [55]). 
It is necessary, in the sequel, to consider the system (2.2.2) with 
v(t) = F(t)x(t) , where F(t) E L(X, U) is strongly continuous. 
The 
following theorem summarises the results of Pritchard and Salamon [22] 
concerning the mild evolution operator corresponding to this feedback 
operator. 
Theorem (2.4) 
Assume (Al)-(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold and let F(t) e L(X, U) be a 
strongly continuous family of bounded linear operators on Ct0, T] , then 
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there exists a mild evolution operator 4F(t, s) E L(X) defined for 
t0ssst<_T and x0¬X by 
rts 
(2.2.3) ýF(t, s)x0 = S(t-s)x0 + JS(t-a)BF(Q)ýF(c, s)xpdcJ 
satisfying 
t 
i) (2.2.4) F(t, s)x0-x0 = 
J: 
FtaA + BF(ß)Jx0d, t0 ssstsT 
for all xc DX(A) or alternatively 1ý t, s) is strongly continuously 
differentiable in s on Ct0, tJ and 
aýF(t, s) 
(2.2.5) 
as 
x0 -ýF(t, s)[A + BF(s)]x0 
(ii) (2.2.6) ý(t, s)xO = S(t-s)x ýt +J ýF(t, a)BF(ß)S(Q-s)xoda Fs 
for all to ssstsT and x¬ . 
Moreover if w(, ) c L2(t0, T; U) then the solution of (2.2.2) with 
v(t) = F(t)x(t)+w(t) is given by 
t 
(2.2.7) x(t) _ ýF(t, to)xo +( ýF(t, a)Bw(a)da , t0 stsT J to 
(iii) ýF(t, s) is also a strongly continuous evolution operator 
on X and X and there exists c'(t0, T), b'(t0, T) Z0 such that 
(A6)Xiii) (IC4F(', s)II 
L2 (s, T; Y) 
s cI(t0, T)IlxIIX 
for all x EX and sE CtO, T] 
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t 
(A5)'(ii) IIJt ýF(t'v)BU(Q)dQIIX s b'(t0, T)IIu(")IIL2 
t *T; O 0 (0 ) 
for all u(. ) e L2(t0, t; U) and tc Ctp, T] and the dual statements 
(A6)(iii)*' 11 
TýF(T, 
s)C Y(T)dTIIX* :5 c'(to, T)IIY(")II 2 
's 
Ls T"Y 
for all y(. ) E L2(tO, T; Y) and sc [tO, T] . 
(A5)*ý(>i) IIB*4F(t, ")xHý 2s b'(tp, T)IIxIIX* 
for all xEX and tc [tO, TJ 
Remark (2.5) 
For the details concerning parts (i) and (ii) see Curtain and 
Pritchard [21], Pritchard and Salamon [22]. 
Proposition (2.6) 
Let F(t) e L(X, U) be strongly continuous for to st <_ T and 
assume (A1)-(A4)(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold, then PF(t) E L(X, X*) , defined 
for all xcX and t0 stsT by 
(2.2.8) PF(t)x = 
TýF(T, 
t)[F*(T)F(T) - r2C*C]ýF(T, t)xdT 
Jt 
is strongly continuous. Moreover, for v(t) = F(t)x(t) , x0 EX 
(2.2.9) 1T (x0, v) = <xo 9 pF(tO)XO>X, X* Q 
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Remark (2.7) 
As in the standard linear quadratic problem a formula like (2.2.9) 
determines the optimal cost. 
The following two lemmas are important in the sequel when comparing 
the cost of two controls. Their proofs follow immediately from lemmas 
(2.4) and (2.5) Pritchard and Salamon [22] since these are independent 
of the non-negativity of the cost functional. They are included here 
for completeness. 
Lemma (2.8) (Pritchara'and Salamon [221 lemma (2.4)) 
Assume conditions (A1)(A2)(A4)(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold, 
F(t) E L(X, U) is strongly continuous on [tO, TJ , v(") c L2(t0, 
T; U) 
and y(") E L2(t0, T; Y) then 
(2.2.10) 
fT JT 
<CýF(t, s)Bv(s), y(t)>ydt ds 
to s 
Tt 
= 
1t 
<Cft cF(t, s)Bv(s)ds, y(t)>Ydt , 
00 
where ýF(t, s) e L(X) n L(X) is the mild evolution operator guaranteed 
by theorem (2.4). 0 
Lemma (2.9) (Pritchard and Salamon 122] lemma (2.5)) 
Assume conditions (A1)(A2)(A4)(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold, F(t) E L(X, U) 
is strongly continuous on [t0, TJ and v(. ) E L2(tO, T; U) then 
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(2.2.11) tlx0, v) - <xO, PF(tO)xO>X, X* to 
JT 
_I IB*PF(t)x(t) + v(t) I I2dt to 
'lT IIB*PF(t)x(t) + F(t)x(t)Il2dt 
to 
for all x0 cX where PF(t) 
defined by (2.2.2). 
Theorem (2.10) 
is defined by (2.2.8) and x(") is 
0 
Assume conditions (A1)-(A4)(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold, r<r, (A; B, C) 
then there exists a unique strongly continuous, self adjoint, non-positive 
operator P(t) e L(X, X*), t0 ýtsT. solving the integral Riccati equation 
(2.2.12) P(t)x = 
(T$*(s, 
t)[P(s)BB*P(s) - r2C*C]ý(s, t)xds J t 
for all xEX and to stsT, where 4(s, t) is the mild evolution 
operator guaranteed by theorem (2.4) for F(t) B*P(t) c L(X, U) 
Moreover 
(2.2.13) v0(t) = -B P(t)x(t) 
achieves the optimal cost and the optimal cost is 
(2.2.14) JtT 
o(xo, 
vo) = <x0, P(t0)x0>X, X* . 
Proof . 
Firstly, by proposition (1.4) 
inf Jt(xU, v) inf J(xU, v) >- 
vEL 
2 (to, T; U) 0 vEL2 
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Consider now the following iterative procedure (compare with 
Curtain and Pritchard [21], Pritchard and Salamon [22]). 
Pk+1(t)x = 
JT(s, 
t)[Pk(s)BB*Pk(s)r2C*CJk(s, t)xds 
t 
(2.2.15) 
P0(t) _0 
where ýk(s, t) E L(X) n L(X) is guaranteed by theorem (2.4) for 
F= -B*Pk(t) , and Pk+l(t) e L(X, X*) is guaranteed by proposition 
(2.6) for F= -B Pk(t) and t0 stsssT. Setting 
u(t) B*Pk(t)x(t) and F(t) B*Pk_l(t) in lemma (2.9) yields 
`X0, Pk+1(t)X0'X, X* - `XO, Pk(t)XO>R, X* 
T 
t 
Jj 
IB*Pk(t)x(t) - B*Pk-l(t)x(t)l Udt 
for all x0 EX, tE [t0, T] and k=1,2,.... . Therefore 
`x0'Pk(t)x0'X, X* is a monotonically decreasing, k=0,1,..., non-positive 
and 
`x0'Pk+l(t)XO'X, X* = Jt(xp, vk) 
inf Jt T (x0, v) 
v 
>-K IIx0IIX where vk(t) B*Pk(t)x(t) 
Therefore Pk(t) converges strongly to a non-positive, self adjoint 
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operator P(t) E L(X, X*) for all tE [t0, Ti . (Kato [15], p. 452). 
Also I<xO, Pk(t)x0>XX*I `- r2(1 + 
1)J0i S(t)xoIIdt IC 
s r2(1 + 
ä) 
c2I IX01IX 
2 
for a sufficiently small. 
Therefore Pk(t)x is a uniformly bounded sequence of continuous 
functions in X. Hence Pk(")x is strongly measurable and bounded 
in X. Hence q(s, t) e L(X) defined by (2.2.3) for F(t) = -B P(t) 
is a strongly continuous-. evolution operator, for t0 stsssT. 
Consider 
*, t)x - h(s, t)x 
_ -(sS(s-Q)BB*P(Q)ý(c, t)xdh + 
(sS(s-Q)BB*Pk(Q)ýk(c, t)xdcr 
it it 
_ ISS(s-v)BB*CPk(Q)-P(o)]4(a, t)xdc 
Jt 
rs 
-J S(s-a)BB*Pk(O)Eý(O'lt)-Ok(dt)lxda . 
t 
Applying Gronwalls lemma to this identity together with the fact 
that ýJsS(s-a)BB*CPk(v)-P(Q)7ý(a, t)xd, I 0 as k} by the 
t 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, yields the uniform convergence 
of h(s, t)x to 4(s, t)x , Consequently, 
IK(s, t)(IIX 5 HH*, t)xIIX + Ek ek }0 
independently of to stsssT, xeX, and therefore ýýýk(S, t)ýýýýX) 
is uniformly bounded for all k c]N and tsssT. 
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Also for all xcX 
s 
ýk(s, t)x = S(s-t)x -J ts(s-a)BB*Pk(Q)4k(Q, 
t)xda , 
and therefore 
IIýk(S, t)XIIX s IIS(s-t)xIIX+b(to, T)IIB*Pk(')ck(', t)xII 2 L (t, s; U) 
from which it follows that II4K(s, t)IIL(X) is uniformly bounded for 
all kE and tss s*T . This allows application of the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem in (2.2.15) to obtain 
P(t)x = 
Tý*(s, 
t)[P(s)BB*P (s)-r2C*C7ý(Q, t)xda 
ft 
for all xeX. 
Strong continuity of P(t)x e L(X, X*) follows from the inequality 
IIP(t)x - P(T)xl IX* s IIP(t)X - P(t)XIIX* + IIP(T)X - P(T)xIIX* 
AA 
+ ItP(t)x - P(T)xIIX* 
AA 
for xeX such that llx-xllX is sufficiently small and the strong 
continuity of 4(s, t) on X and X. 
In order to establish the uniqueness of P(t) suppose that 
_* Q(t) e L(X, X) is any strongly continuous, non-positive solution of 
(2.2.12) and let v(") e L2(t0, T; U) and x0 EX be given. Define 
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w(t) = v(t) +6 Q(t)x(t) for t0 <_ t <_ T where x(t) is the solution 
of (2.2.2) corresponding to v(t) . It is easy to show that for this 
control 
T 
Jto(xo, v) = <xo, 4(to)xo>X, X* + 
ft IIw(t)IIUdt 
0 
therefore in particular for v(t) B P(t)x(t) . Hence 
<xO, Q(tO)XO>X, X* 2 <XO, P(to)xo>X, X* 
for all x0 c This-shows that P(t) E L(X, X*) is unique and 
additionally that v(t) B P(t)x(t) is optimal. Non-positivity 
of P(t) E L(X, X) follows from the non-positivity of Pk(t) E L(X, X*) 
for k=1,... Q 
Before going onto the infinite time, non-standard, linear quadratic 
problem it is important to obtain the differential version of (2.2.12). 
Proposition (2.11) 
Assume conditions (Al)-(A4)(A5)(iiXA6)(iii) hold and r<r, (A; B, C). 
Let P(t) e L(X, X ) be a non-positive, self adjoint, strongly continuous 
family of operators on [t0, T] and ý(s, t) the mild evolution operator 
given by (2.2.3) with F(t) B*P(t) , then the following are 
equivalent: 
i) P(t) satisfies (2.2.12) for all xEX and tE CtO, T] ; 
ii) for all xeX, tc [t0, T] 
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(2.2.16) P(t)x =-1S (s-t)[C C+ P(s)BB P(s)]S(s-t)xds ft 
T* 
iii) P(t)x is continuously differentiable in DX(A) , on 
[tO, T] , for all xc DX(A) , where DX(A) is endowed with the graph 
norm. Moreover 
Id P(t)x + A*P(t)x + P(t)Ax - P(t)BB*P(t)x-r2C*Cx =0 
(2.2.17) 
P(T) =0 
Proof. 
This result is independent of the positivity of the quadratic cost 
functional and follows therefore from proposition (2.7) Pritchard and 
Salamon [221. 
Remark (2.12) 
0 
Statement (ii) gives confirmation of the non-positivity of 
P(t) e L(X, X ). 
§3. The infinite time problem and the algebraic Riccati equation. 
In order to study the infinite time problem introduced in §1 the 
following simplification of the finite time problem of §2 is studied. 
Minimise JT(x0, v) = 
J0IIv(t)IIU 
- dt 
subject to v(. ) e L2(O, T; U) and 
x(t) = S(t)x0 + 
ftS(t-s)By(s)ds 
, x0 eX 0 
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Lemma (3.1) 
Assume (Al)-(A4)(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold and r<r, (A; B, C) 
Denote by PT(t) e L(X, X*) the Riccati operator guaranteed by theorem 
(2.10) for t0 =0. 
The following identity holds for all 05t5 T-a and 0sa5T 
(2.3.1) PT_a(t) =P T(t+c) 
Proof. 
PT(t+(') satisfie sfor all xcX 
rT 
PT(t+a)x = -1t+aS (s-t-a)[C C+PT(s)BB PT(s)]S(s-t-a)xds 
rT-a 
_ -J S (s-t)[C C+PT(s+a)BB PT(s+a)]S(s-t)xds 
t 
= PT-a(t)x 
by the equivalence of (2.2.12) and (2.2.16). Ther f -e by the uniqueness 
KI 
of the solution to the integral Riccati equation 
PT(t+a) = PT-a(t) 
Remark (3.2) 
This result is useful in determining a limit for PT as T; -. 
Before considering this, the following corollary of proposition (2.11) 
is also important in carrying out this limiting procedure. 
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Corollary (3.3) 
Assume conditions (Al)-(A4)(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold. Let 
PE L(X, X ) be a non-positive selfadjoint operator. Denote by 
Sp(t) E L(X) n L(X) the strongly continuous semigroup generated by 
A-BB P: DX(A) }X, defined by 
r0 t (2.3.2) SP(t)x = S(t)x -fo PSP(s)xds 
for all xeX and tZ0. The following statements (i) - (iii) are 
equivalent. 
JtS(s)[C*C 
OPP 
i) Px = S*(t)PS (t)x -- PBB*P]S (s)xds 
for all xcX and tz0. 
_ r0 
t 
ii) Px = S*(t)PS(t)x -fo+ PBB*P]S(s)xds 
for all xcX and tz0. 
iii) A*Px + PAx - PBB*Px - r2C*Cx =0 in DX(A)* for all xe DX(A) .0 
With this result it is possible to prove the main result concerning 
the non-standard linear quadratic problem and the stability radius 
rd(A; B, C) 
Theorem (3.4) 
Assume conditions (Al)-(A4)(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold. If 
r< rC(A; B, C) then there exists an operator PE L(X, X) satisfying 
for all xc DX(A) 
(2.3.3) A*Px + PAx-PBB*Px-r 2C*Cx =0 in DX(A)* . 
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Moreover such a solution is self adjoint and non-positive and 
unique amongst those solutions satisfying SP(t) is exponentially stable. 
In addition the optimisation problem inf J(xp, v) is solved by 
v 
v(t) B Px(t) , where x(t) satisfies (2.2.2), and the cost is 
inf J(x0, v) = <x0'Px0'X, X* 
VEL2 u 
Proof. 
Let TýTz0 and let PT(") denote the Riccati operator 
guaranteed by theorem (2.10), t0 =0 
By lemma (3.1) 
PT(t) = PT(t-(T-T)) s PT(t) . 
Additionally 
<x0, P T(0)x0>X-, X -* = JT(x0'uP)> - where up= -6 
*P 
T(t)x(t) 
and x(t) satisfies (2.2.2). Therefore lim <x0, PT(0)x0>X, X* exists, 
T- 
for all x0 EX. Hence there exists Pc L(X, X*) , self adjoint and 
non-positive such that limtIPT(0)x-PxllX* =0, for all xc 
T-*_ 
(Kato, [15], Theorem 3.3 p. 452). Again using lemma (3.1) 
s-"m PT(t)x = s-lim PT-t(0)x = Px EX T-- T4- 
Moreover this convergence is uniform in t on compact intervals. 
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Now, for all t>0, 
Px = s-lim P T(O)x T- 
rT* **_ 
s-lim JS (s)[C C+ PT(s)BB PT(s)JS(s)xds T- 0 
=- s-l im 
TS*(t)S*(s-t) 
1C "C+ Ps)BB*JS(s-t)S(t)xds 
T- 
ft 
T( PT(S) 
- s-lim JS (S)IC C+ PT(s)BB*PT(s)JS(s)xds 
T-° 0 
Hence by the uniform convergence of PT(t) on compact intervals 
it (2.3.4) Px = S(t)*PS(t)x - 
tS*(s)[C*C 
+ PBB*PJS(s)xds 
Therefore PE L(X, X*) satisfies the formulae i) ii) iii) in 
corollary (3.3). In particular Px satisfies (2.3.3) for all xe DX(A) 
The next step is to establish that the feedback control v(t) = -6 Px(t) 
satisfies v(") c LU . Here again, x(t) is given by (2.2.2) 
for this 
v(") . To this end let {tn}n=1 ' tn+ CO , be an 
increasing sequence 
of real numbers and consider the following sequence of control functions 
vn(") E L2 
vn(") _-B Ptn(t)xtn(t) 
=0 
Osts to , n= 1, ... 
t>tn 9 
where xt 
n 
(") is the solution of (2.2.2) for v= vn . 
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Then 
t 
J(xo'vn(")) _JnI Ivn(s)I I2 - r2H HCxt (s)I IYds 0n 
r2flCxtn(s)IIYds 
tn 
= <Xp, Pt (p)Xp'XýX* - r2j 
00 
11 Cxt (s)IIYds 
n to n 
by theorem (2.10). However 
J(xp, vn(")) -"'m J (x0 vn(")) 
ar- Im 
> lim <X0$ptn(p)xo>X, X* 
ne- 
= <X0$Pxo>X, X* 
Consequently 
lim 100 IlCxt (s)I12ds =0 and therefore n- to n 
lim J(xo, vn(")) = <x0, Px0>X, X* 
rtt- 
Also 
<xO, Pt (")x0>XýX* - r2Joo IICxt (s)IIYds 
n to n 
-r CS sx+Lvs ds °J0IIv(s)II u 2II ()p ( n)()IIY 
Z , 
1-r2 (1+a))IIvfII22 
- r2(1+ ä)IICS(")xp1I22 re Lu Ly 
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Therefore, choosing a sufficiently small proves that vn is a 
bounded sequence in LU . Let vn be a weakly convergent subsequence, 
i 
converging to ve LU . Now J(x0, v) is strictly convex and coercive, 
since r<r, , and therefore (see Ekeland and Temam, [58J, p. 35) v 
is the unique optimal control, so that 
inf J(x0, v) = J(x0, v) 
VEL2 u 
= <x0, Px0>X, X* 
Also v(") = -B*Px(t) since for any P=PE L(X, X) satisfying 
(2.3.3) 
(2.3.5) J(x0, v) = 111 (s) + B*Px(s)lIuds+<xo, Pxo>X, X r00 
where x(t) is the solution of 
this it follows also that S(t) 
Sp(t)x0 = x(t) , and 
(2.2.2) for v=v. As a result of 
is exponentially stable on X(X) since 
0S("-s)BV(s)dsI 
IL 2 IIx(")IIL2 :5I IS(")xoI IL2 +1 If* 
xxx 
(ý1 (")lý 22+ ýý S(--s)Bv(s)dsli 2 LX LX 0 ýX 
_* Moreover Pc L(X, X) is the unique self adjoint solution of the algebraic 
Riccati equation with this property, since if PE L(X, X*) was another 
solution then v(t) = B*I x(t) would satisfy v(") E LU , and 
(2.3.5) yields 
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<x , Px ý- *= J(x 
v) "0 IIv(s) + B*Px(s)II2ds+<x , Px >- 00X, X 0= 
JO 
U00X, X 
showing that <x0'N 0'X, X* Z `x0'Px0'X, X* 
Interchanging the roles of P and proves the required 
uniqueness of PE L(X, X) with Sp(t) exponentially stable. Q 
This proves the existence of a solution to the algebraic Riccati 
equation for all r<r, . As a partial converse 
Proposition (3.5) 
Assume there exists PE L(X, X*) ,a self-adjoint solution of the 
algebraic Riccati equation (2.3.3) and 0< suplIG(iw)II <- then 
1w 
rs . 
sups IG(iw)I w 
Proof. 
Let xc DX(A) and P=P then 
(iw-A) *Px + P(iw-A)x + r2C*Cx + PBB*Px =0, for all wc IR 
Choose x= (im-A)-I Bu ,ueU, then 
<(iw-A) Bu, (iw-A) P(iw-A)-1Bu> *+ <(iw-A)-1Bu, PBu> Z, Z Z, Z 
+ <(iw-A)-1Bu, PBB P(iw-A)-lBu> 
Z, Z 
_ -r <(iw-A)-1Bu, C C(iw-A)-1Bu> 
2 
Z, Z 
where Z= DX(A) . 
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Therefore 11U1122- r2I I G(iw )ul 12 
= <(I + B*P(iw-A)-1B)u, (I + B*P(iw-A)-1B)u>u 
for all wE IR . 
Thus 
r2s 
1 
0 
suPIIG(iw)II w 
Remark (3.6) 
In Hinrichsen and Pritchard [8] it is shown, in the case of X, U 
and Y finite dimensional, that for r= rC there exists a non-positive, 
self-adjoint solution, P, of the algebraic Riccati equation, such that 
a(A-BB P) s d- . Unfortunately the methods employed rely upon taking 
state transformations and considering the algebraic Riccati equation 
decomposed with respect to the observable and controllable parts. In 
this infinite dimensional case the methods employed in obtaining a 
solution of the algebraic Riccati equation are iterative and based upon 
the solution of corresponding quadratic cost problem. It is an open 
question whether there exists a solution of the algebraic Riccati equation 
when r=r, . 
M. Application -A non standard Liapunov functional. 
The solution of the algebraic Riccati equation can be used as a tool 
for analysing the asymptotic stability of structured, unbounded, non-linear 
perturbed systems. 
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Let the nominal (unperturbed) system be as in Chapter 1, that 
is 
(N) x(t) = Ax(t) , x(O) = x0 
Suppose the nominal system is subject to perturbations 
(ND) x(t) = Ax(t) + BN(Cx(t)) , x(O) = x0 . 
As in Chapter 1, due to the unbounded nature of the perturbation 
term, the mild solution of (ND) is studied, that is the perturbed 
system is 
rt 
(NP) X(t) = S(t)x0 +J S(t-s)BN(Cx(s))ds x0 EX 
0 
Again S(t) is a strongly continuous semigroup on X, with 
generator A: DX(A) +X, X is a complex Hilbert space. The operators 
B and C are elements of L(U, X) and L(X, Y) respectively where X, X 
are additional Hilbert spaces satisfying (Al) of Chapter 1. N is a 
non linear map Y}U and U and Y are Hilbert spaces. As in 
Chapter 1 it is possible to obtain existence for solutions to (NP) via 
a fixed point problem on L2 
Proposition (4.1) 
Assume conditions (A1)-(A5)(A6)(iii) hold. Assume that there 
exists a>0 and 0< k(a) < r, (A; B, C) such that 
IIN(Y1)-N(Y2)IIU 5 k(a)IIY1-Y2IIY for all y1 EY , 
IIy, II s a, i=1,2 . 
I 
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(I ' IILIIk(a))a If x0 E X(x0 E X) , IIx0IIX s, where c>0 is such 
c 
that IICS(")x0IIL2 s cIIxIIX then there exists a unique continuous 
y 
solution in X (X) of (NP) such that Cx(") c L2(O, T; Y) 
Proof. 
Consider the iterative procedure 
yN+l = yp + LN(yN) where y0 = CS(")x0 . 
(1 - IILIIk((%))a If x0 EX (x0 EX), II xO II X< , then yN -} y- in 
c 
LY and IIy0IIL2 sa 
Y 
As in Chapter 1 define x(") ,a solution of (NP) , by 
X(t) = s(t)x0 + 
Jt(t-s)BN(y(s))ds. 
Then x(") is continuous in X (X) and Cx(") c L2(O, T; Y) for all 
T>0. Suppose that x(") is a second continuous solution of (NP) 
such that Cx 
2 (") E L(0, T; Y) then 
t Cx(") = CS(. )x + cJ (t-s)BN(Cx("))ds 
and therefore by the guaranteed uniqueness for the solution of this 
equation on L2(O, T; Y) , Cx = y. and hence 
x(") = x(") "0 
Note. If a is increased then k(a) increases. 
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Remark (4.2) 
In addition to the existence of this solution, asymptotic 
stability of the solution follows by the estimates 
IIX(t)I IX :I IS(t)xIIX + bIIN(Cx(-)Il L2 U 
: RIlxIIX where R is some constant 
and if c>0 llx(t)IIX s JIS(t-T)x(T)IIX + 11 ItS(t-s)BN(Cx(s))dslIX 1T 
for t, T sufficiently large. 
This gives a region of attraction for the o ri9in of the non-linear 
system (NP). However the estimates in the proof of proposition (4.1) 
are rather crude and it would be expected that Liapunov methods would 
yield a larger region of attraction. In order to consider the problem 
of increasing the size of the region of asymptotic stability the 
following condition is imposed. 
(NLE) Assume existence of solutions for all x0 EX (x0 E X) 
in the sense of proposition (4.1). 
Remark (4.3) 
Of course there exists more general theorems for the existence of 
solutions to (NP). However the important consideration here is the 
asymptotic stability of the perturbed system. 
Theorem (4.4) 
Suppose (A1)-(A4)(A5)(ii)(A6)(iii) hold. Let 0<p< r3(A; B, C) 
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and denote by p E(X, X) the solution of (2.3.3), unique in the sense 
of Theorem (3.4). Assume that (N) is such that 
(S) If -<x, Ppx>X, X* <d and Cx EY, then IINYIIU 5 kIIYIIY 
If k<p then the solution of (NP ) is asymptotically stable and 
no = {x0 EX `xo, PpXOý, X, X* < d} ' (Qp n X) is a region of 
attraction of the origin for (NP) in X, (X) . 
Proof. 
Let xO E np and let x(") , y(. ) be the guaranteed solution 
pair of (NP) for x0 . Since x(") is continuous 
-<x(t), Ppx(t)>X, X* <d for all t<T, T sufficiently small. 
Also Cx(") EY almost everywhere and therefore 
IIN(Cx(t))IIU s k! ICx(t)IIY almost everywhere on [0, T] . 
Hence N(Cx(")) c L2(O, T; U) and therefore 
- <x(t), Ppx(t)>X, X* + <xo, ppxo>X'X* 
_ 
JtII* 2ds- t P2IIcx(s)IIy-IIN(cx(s))Il2ds 0 
f0 
- (p2-k2)jt (ICx(s)II2dt , for all t<T 0 
Hence -<x(t), Ppx(t)>X, X* decreases and -<x(T), Ppx(T)>X, X* 5 -<x0, 
PpxO>X, X*' 
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Therefore as t-- <x(t), Ppx(t)>X, X* <_ a<d for some a EIR . 
Consequently 
IIcx(s)ll2ds s- <xo, Ppxo>X'X ýp2-k2)Jt 
and also JtjjN(Cx(s))jIU2 ds s k21t 
IICx(s)II2ds 
oo 
Therefore 
IIx(t)IIX s II (t)x0HIX + bkllCx(")IIL2 
sk for some 
also given c>0 
IIx(t)IIX s IIS(t-T)x(T)IIX + bkIICx(-)Il 
L2(T, -; Y) 
for sufficiently large T>0 and t>T. 
Hence the origin is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point and 
p(np 
n X) is a region of attraction of the origin in X (X) for (NP). 
Remark (4.5) 
Let 0<p< r3(A; B, C) and x0 c op , with Pp as 
in theorem 4.4. 
Now 
t 
<XO$PpXo'X, X* - <S(t)x0, Pps(t)x >- -*+ 
j0IIB*Pps(s)Xpll2ds 
O, R 
_ _ -p2jt0IICS(S)x0IIYds 
(t 
Consequently p2ft,, C_S(s)xoilYds s <S(t)xC, ppS(t)xO>X, X* <xo'Ppxo'X, X* 
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and -<S(t)O, Pps(t)x0'X, X* s <x0, Px0'X, X* d. Therefore 
ft 2IICS(s)x0112ds 
sd for all t 
Thus for each x0 E . Q, p2 
tjICS(s)xoil2ds 
sd for all t 
Q 
fo 
and the region of attraction np is such that the "output" of the 
nominal system is bounded in the sense of LY by the constant Jd/p 
When X is finite dimensional CS(")x0 is continuous and therefore 
IICxOIIY sa for some constant This remark says something about 
the region over which N is Lipschitz and therefore about the character 
of the non-linearity satisfying (S). 
Conclusions. 
In this chapter a certain non-standard linear quadratic problem has 
been studied via the abstract framework of Pritchard and Salamon [22]. 
The problem arises in the analysis of the robustness measures of Chapter 1, 
due to the characterisation of the measures, via the norm of "the map". 
The difference between this non-standard linear quadratic problem and the 
usual problem is the possibility that the infimum of the cost functional 
does not exist. It is here that the norm of the map appears as a bound 
on the range of parameter r. The drawback in the analysis is the question 
of existence of solutions to (2.3.3) when r= r3(A; B, C) . Unfortunately, 
the answer to this question is not known. 
An application for the Riccati operator (of theorem 3.4) solving 
(2.3.3)for r<r, (A; B, C) is the stability analysis of section (4), for 
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a class of Lipschitz bounded non-linearities. This class includes those 
non-linearities satisfying a global Lipschitz bound k less than r, (A, B, C). 
The analysis is completed without reference to compactness of orbits and 
the principle of La Salle and relies only on trapping the solution x(", x0) 
within a prescribed (unbounded) region in the state space. This in turn, 
bounds the "output" Cx(") in the sense of LY and finally, via the 
integral equation (NP), results in the asymptotic stability of the 
solution. Again, solution of the perturbed equation in LY results in 
asymptotic stability of the perturbed solution. In fact, when the solution 
is given by a certain class of semigroups of nonlinear operators, the 
solution is exponentially stable, Ichikawa [19]. There will be a trade- 
off between the size of the allowed Lipschitz constant k5p< r3(A; B, C) 
and the region of attraction f2 p 
(np n X) . 
Apart from this application, of the Riccati operator as a non-standard 
Liapunov functional for non-linear equations, of greater importance is the 
associated problem of a non-standard linear quadratic game. In Szumko 1531 
study of the following algebraic Riccati equation 
A*K+KA+KDDK_ KBBK-r2C*C=0, e>0 
c2 
nxn Aeu. ,Dc Cnxr 9Bc anxm ,Ce 
pxn leads to a feed-back operator 
F ßrxn such that r, (A+DF, B, C) z ra(A; B, C) and under suitable conditions 
the inequality is shown to be strict. The analysis relies considerably on 
the results of Willems [551 true in this finite-dimensional case. Applying 
these ideas to an infinite dimensional setting would require a deeper under- 
standing of equations 
A*Px + PAx - r2C*Cx+ PWPx =0, for xc DX(A) 
where W=WE L(X X) with A and C as in Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 3. Resolvent and evolution operators: Generalisations and 
limitations of an L2-stability approach to the robustness of 
linear systems. 
§0. Introduction. 
In this chapter the robustness concepts introduced in Chapter 1 for 
systems governed by semigroups of linear operators are extended considerably 
to encompass systems governed by resolvent operators and evolution operators. 
Recall from Chapter 1 that the robustness of the (formal) abstract differ- 
ential equation 
(D) x(t) = (A + BDC)x(t) , x(0) = x0 
with A the generator of an exponentially stable semigroup S(t) E L(X) 
and Bc L(U, X) ,CE L(X, Y) and DE L(Y, U) is related closely to the 
solution of the auxiliary equation 
(Y) Y(t) = CS(t)x0 + CrI S(t-s)BDy(s)ds , xD EX 
for y(") E LY . This equation results from the isolation of D in the 
mild equation 
(P) X(t) = S(t)x0 +I 
to 
S(t-s)BDCx(s)ds , x0 6X. 
The analysis of Chapter 1 for equations (Y) and (P) extends 
quite naturally to any class of systems for which there exists a variation 
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of parameters formula, in particular for perturbations of the (formal) 
differential equations 
(3.0.1) x(t) = Ax(t) + 
`t 
OK(t-s)x(s)ds 
+ f(t) , x(0) = x0 
and 
(3.0.2) x(t) = A(t)x(t) , x(t0) = x0 . 
As in Chapter 1, the solving of an equation like (Y) plays an 
important role, again due to the relationship between L2-stability and 
exponential stability for systems governed by resolvent or evolution 
operators. In fact, for certain classes of evolution operators, these 
two properties are equivalent, Datko [18]. Due to the important role 
played by the auxiliary equation (Y), in section 1 an abstraction of 
this equation is considered. It is then possible to define a stability 
radius for this abstract system. The question then arises as to whether 
this abstract stability radius has implications for an abstract version of 
equation (P). This interplay between the equation (P) and equation (Y) is 
exploited in section 2 to obtain positive results for systems governed by 
resolvent operators. In section 3 the limitations of the abstract analysis 
is illustrated by a certain class of systems governed by evolution operators. 
§l. L2-stability : An abstract approach to robustness. 
From the analysis of Chapter 1 it is clear that the following abstract 
equation is important in analysing the robustness of various linear infinite 
dimensional systems. 
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(y) y= y0 + CMDy 9 y0 c LY 1 
where Cc L(LX, L2) ,ME L(L2, LX) , U, Y are Hilbert spaces and X 
is a Banach space. For example C=CE L(X, Y), y0(t) = CS(t)xO 
rt 
(Mu)(t) = Jö (t-s)Bu(s)ds as in Chapter 1, where Be L(U, X) and 
(S(t))tzo is a strongly continuous semigroup on X, X, X, where 
X, X are Banach spaces. The operator D represents the perturbation 
operator and belongs to a subset DS L(LY, LU) and the problem is to 
determine norm bounds (induced by the operator norm in L(LY, L2)) on 
the operator D such that the corresponding solution y(", y0) of (V) 
lies in L2 
Definition (1.1) 
The stability radius for (Y) is 
(3.1.1) p(M, C, D): = sup{d IDED, r<d implies there exists 
KZ0 with IIssup II<-r 
I IY(" , D)IIý2 < KIIYOII ý2}- YY 
Here y(", D) is the solution of (y) for DeV and yo c LY 
Theorem (1.2) 
Assume ME L(L2, L2) and Cc L(LX, LY) then 
22 
p(M, C, L(Ly, LU)) = 11CM111 
Proof. 
If IIDII < 11CM11 
1 then ! ICMDII <1 and therefore CMD defines 
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a contraction on LY . Hence equation 
() has a unique solution 
y(", D) e LY . Moreover if r< 
IICMI[-1 then 
I IY(', D) I IL2 I 11(1 - CMD)-1 III IYOI IL2 
YY 
1 
1- r1ICMII 
yOIIL 2 for all D, JIDII <_ r. 
There ors p(M, C, L(LY, LU)) z 11CMII-' . In order to prove equality 
2, 
"IIu j1 =1 and 11 CMu II =u+ IICMI1 let {un}n=1 c LU n. UnYnY 
Set hn = 11-1CMun and define 
(3.1.2) yn(") = yo(") + anhn(") 
where 
(3.1.3) an _(1-1Ih 
22)-1{<y0, hn> 2+ (<y0, hn>22+(1-l 
Ihni1L2 2)1IYOIIL2) 
Ly Ly LY yy 
It is easy to show that an = IIynII 2 and yn(") e L2 for all 
LY 
n=1,2, ... 
Define Dn e L(LY2 
2 
, LU) by 
un`Yn'y' 2 
(3.1.4) DnY 
ullY ll 
LY 
n L2 Y 
i) IIDnII = IICMII_1 and 
ii) IICM DnII = un/u <1. 
Then 
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Consequently for each n=1,2,... (Y) with D= Dn has a unique 
solution y(", Dn) e LY . Moreover it is easy to show that y(", Dn) _ 
= yn(") . Since un must satisfy 
! ICMun1) 2tu and hn =C Mun/u LY 
it is possible to choose <y0, hn> 2 >_ 0. Therefore from (3.1.3) LY 
IYnI IL2' [1 'I Ihnl IL2] I IYOI IL2 -* as n -ý . YYY 
Hence p(C, M, L(L 
,L )) = IIýMII-1 0 
As in Chapter 1 equation (Y) becomes important when used as a 
tool for analysing a mild integral equation. The abstract version of 
this integral equation takes the form 
(P) x(") = x0(") + MDCx(") x, (") E LX 
where XaX with continuous dense injection. As in Chapter 1 it is 
assumed that xo(") is continuous in X and x0(") E D(C) where C 
is an unbounded map LX } LY . (e. g. xp( E {S(")x 
IXE X}") 
Since the aim is, eventually, to analyse systems governed by evolution or 
resolvent operators, solutions of (P) are sought in the class of con- 
tinuous functions. As in Chapter 1a solution of equation (P) can be 
obtained via equation (Y) by defining 
xy(") = x0 + MDy , y0 = Cx0 where 
y(") is the solution of (Y) in LY , and this solution 
is continuous 
under suitable conditions on M. However, as in Chapter 1, the problem 
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lies in proving the uniqueness of xy(") . The problem is compounded in 
this abstract setting by the non causality of the system and in general 
it is not possible to prove uniqueness without an extra assumption of 
causality. To describe this: 
Let PT and aT be the operators introduced in Chapter 1, that 
is for T>0 
pT : LZ ; L2(O, T; Z) 
PTZ(M) = Z(*)I[O, T] , where Z is a Banach space. 
QT is a right inverse defined by 
v: L2(O, T; Z) } LT 
Z 
{z(t) tE [O, T] 
vTz(") _ 
0 t>T 
Note. QTPT c L(LZ) and 116Tp111 =1. 
Definition (1.3) 
L is said to be causal if 
0TH = PTLaTPT for all T>0. See Willems [561. 
In order to establish the continuity and uniqueness of xy(") the 
following assumptions must be made about the abstract operators M, C and 
the subset Vc L(LY, L2) 
(Hl) for all T>0 pTM E L(LU, C(O, T; X)) 
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(H2) there exists r clN0 such that for all T>0, 
DcD, (CMD) o... o (CMD)C QT c L(L2(O, T; X), LY) 
r times 
Remark (1.4) 
If (H2) holds for r=0 then PTCQT E L(L2(O, T; X), L2(O, T; Y)) 
This is the abstract version of assumption (A6)(ii) in Chapter 1. 
Assumption (H2) for r E1N is the abstract version of assumption (A8) 
Chapter 1. 
Theorem (1.5) 
Assume Mc L(LU, LX2 2 ), Ce L(LX, LY) 
causal and satisfy assumptions (Hl) and 
and x0(") e C(O, T; X) n NO then there 
of (P) in the class of continuous func 
x(. ) e LX . 
22 
and DcD2 L(LY, LU) are 
(H2). If IIDII < IICMI1-1 
exists a unique solution x(") 
tions with values in X. Moreover 
Proof. 
Since JIDII < IICMII- there exists a unique solution of (Y) for 
y(") e LY , with y0 = Cxp 
Therefore 
x=x0+MDy 
defines a function xc LX such that pTx E C(O, T; X) for all T>0. 
Also Cx E LY and therefore y= Cx and x satisfies (P). 
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For the uniqueness assume that x is another solution of (P) with 
PTx E C(O, T; X) . Let r ENO be guaranteed by (H2) then since 
x0 E D( C) 
(CND)r(CQTpTx) _ (CMD)r(CcTpTxO) + (CMD)r(CaTPTMDCx) 
Thus 
QTpT(CMD)rC QTPTx = aTpT(CMD)rCQTPTxO 
aTpTCMDaTpT(CMD)rCQTpTx 
But 
aTPT(CMD)ry = QTPT(CMD)rCQTPTXO 
+ aTPTCMDcTPT(CMD)ry 
and therefore since IlaTpTII =1 and IICMDII <1 
aTpT(CMD)ry = QTPT(CMD)rCaTPTx . 
Applying QTPT(CMD)'CQTPT to 
x= x0 + MDCx for k= r-1,..., 0 
and noting at each stage that xe D((CMD)kaTpT) as a map LX } LY 9 
yields the identities 
k 0 QTPT(CMD) CQTPTX = aTPT(CMD)kCQTPTX 9k= r-1,... 
and therefore uniqueness of x follows from the identity PTx = p1x 
for all T>0.0 
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Remark (1.6) 
In application of a contraction mapping principle quite often it 
is a power of the map and not the map itself that is used. The application 
of the contraction mapping theorem above is novel in that a power of a 
map is used to establish uniqueness, in this unbounded setting. 
This theorem allows the definition of an abstract version of the 
stability radius of Chapter 1. 
Definition (1.7) 
The stability radius of system (P) is 
pp(M, C, D): = sup{d IDEV, r<d implies there exists Ký- 0 
with sp IIx(", D)II2 < KH x0ll 2} ll LX LX 
Here xD E D(C) ,C: LX -- L2 
Unfortunately it is not possible to prove the abstract analogue of 
Theorem (3.7) Chapter 1 since the operators Dn ,n=1,2,... constructed 
in theorem (1.2) are not causal! It is the purpose of sections 2 and 3 to 
explore the interplay between causality on the one hand and the possibility 
that 1ICM1I-1 is the stability radius pp on the other, when the maps 
C and M and the set V are specialised. In section 2 the case 
C=CE L(X, Y) and (Mu)(t) =J0 
tR(t-s)Bu(s)ds 
is treated. BE L(U, X) ,XsX and (R(t))tzo is the resolvent operator 
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for the integrodifferential equation 
It x(t) = Ax(t) + 
I0 K(t-s)x(s)ds , x(O) = x0 
and V reflects the possibility of perturbing either the operator A 
or the kernel K(. ) . The main result of section 2 is that the stability 
radius in both cases is 11CMI1-1 . In section 3 the analysis 
is applied 
to time varying systems where 
t 
(Cx)(t) = C(t)x(t) , (Mu)(t) _J U(t, s)B(s)u(s)ds to 
and U(", ") is an evolution operator corresponding to the differential 
equation 
x(t) = A(t)x(t) , x(t0) = x0 and 
V= {DEL(LY, L2)I(DY)(t) = D(t)y(t), D(. ) E sco(to, -; L(Y, U))) 
For Bl and B2 Banach spaces 13°°(t0, o; (61,62)) _ {f: CtO, co)4 L(B1, B2) 
such that f(") is strongly measurable and ess sup I If(T)l I< co} 
,r ; ->t 0 
The main result of section 3 is that the abstract analysis of section 1 
yields only a lower bound on the stability radius. 
§2. Resolvent operators arising from integrodifferential equations. 
This section deals with the important class of systems governed by 
resolvent operators arising from integrodifferential equations of the type 
JtK(t-s)x(s)ds 
(ID) (t) = Ax(t) ++ f(t) , x(0) = x0 
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Such classes of systems have received considerable interest in 
recent years by many authors, where well-posedness and stability of the 
system is considered (see Miller [331, Chen and Grimmer [30], Grimmer 
and Pritchard [321 concerning well-posedness results and Grimmer [31], 
Miller and Wheeler [34] for results concerning the stability of such 
systems. ) 
A is a closed operator with dense domain DX(A) on a complex 
Banach space X. {K(t)}tZo is a family of closed linear operators 
on X with DX(K(t)) ? DX(A) .A resolvent operator (R(t))tZo for 
(ID) is a family of maps R(t) E L(X) such that 
(i) R(t) is strongly continuous on X, R(O) = IX . 
(ii) R(t) is strongly continuous on DX(A) . 
(iii) For all xE DX(A), R(t)x is continuously differentiable and 
t B(t)x = R(t)Ax + 
J0 
R(t-s)K(s)xds 
(3.2.1) 
t 
= AR(t)x +j0 K(t-s)R(s)xds 
In part 1, perturbation of the operator A of the form A+ BDC is 
considered. In part 2, perturbation of the kernel K(") of the form 
K(") + BH(")C is considered. In part 3 joint perturbation of both the 
operator A and the kernel K(") 1s treated, in the case K(") = k(")A and 
is perturbed to A+ BDC . The result obtained in part 3 for this special 
subset of systems defined by (ID) has a nice graphical interpretation in 
terms of the Nyquist plot of k(s) = J00 e-stk(t)dt This allows a 
0 
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comparison to be drawn between the robustness of systems with and without 
the memory term K(") . 
Part 1 Perturbation of the A operator. 
Let BE L(U, X) ,CE L(X, Y) be fixed and De L(Y, U) be arbitrary, 
where U and Y are complex Hilbert spaces and X, X, X are complex 
Banach spaces satisfying 
(R1) XSXEX with continuous dense injections. 
Again, as in the analysis of Chapter 1, to allow for the possible 
unboundedness of the operators B and C the perturbed system is taken 
to be 
rt t 
(PR) x(t) = R(t)x0 + JOR(t-s)f(s)ds + J(OR(t-s)BDCx(s)ds , x0 EX 
the mild solution of 
x(t) = Ax(t) + BDCx(t) + J0 
t 
(PD) 
K(t-s)x(s)ds + f(t) 
X(O) = x0 1 
As in Chapter 1, in order to make sense of (PR) the following 
conditions (R2)-(R7) must be imposed on the operators B, C, A and 
(R(t))tZo and the spaces X, X and X. 
(R2) R(t) extends (restricts) to a resolvent operator 
R(t) e L(X) (R(t) e L(X)) for 
J 
(t) = Äx(t) + R(t-s)x(s)ds 
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It 
(x(t) = Ax(t) + JOK(t-s)x(s)ds) on X(X) 
where A, K(") (A and K(. )) are closed extensions (restrictions) 
of A, K(") . 
(R3) The domain of A on X is contained in X 
DX(Ä) sX with continuous dense injection and DX(R(t)) 2 DX(Ä), DX(A) 
is endowed with the graph norm. 
(R4) There exists ä, M >0 such that 
IIR(t)II s Me-at on all three spaces X, X, X 
(R5) There exists K0 such that 
(IJ" R("-s)f(s)dsIt 2s KIIf(")II 2 0 LX LX 
for all f(") E L? x 
T 
(R6) For all T>0 and f(") c L2(0, T; X), 
(0 R(s)f(s)ds EX and 
1 
there exists bz0 such that 
T 
IIJOR(s)f(s)dsIIX s bIIf(. )(l 
L2 (0 T"X) 'b 
independent of T 
(i) There exists c ; -,, 0 such that 
I ICR(")xll 
L2 
s cllxllX , for all xeX 
Y 
(R7) 
(ii) There exists c' z0 such that 
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IICR(")xtIL2 s c'llxllX , for all xEX 
Y 
(R8) For all xc DX(A) , R(")x is measurable in X, and there 
exists ß>0, k(") such that eß-k(") E L1(R+) and 
IIK(t)xIIX s k(t)(IIxIIX + IIAXIIX) 
Remark (2.1) 
a) For systems satisfying an exponential growth as required 
by (R4), Grimmer and Prüss _[29] 
have a Hille-Yosida type theorem 
which would be useful in the verification of (R2). 
b) In comparing the assumptions (R1)-(R8) with assumptions 
(Al)-(A6) of Chapter 1 the more restrictive assumptions here are R(5), 
(R6). This is due to the possibility of f(-) taking values in 
Also this strengthening of the assumptions is required in obtaining the 
characterisation of the stability radius. 
c) Again smoothing action of the resolvent operator is exploited. 
This smoothing action is again inherent within many classes of problems 
(see example 2.39). 
d) Assumption (R8) is quite common in the literature, Grimmer 1311, 
when exponential stability of the resolvent operator is investigated. It 
is imposed here because the Laplace transform of R(t)x ,xe DX(Ä) 
is 
required in the sequel. 
Notation. 
If (R5) holds denote by MR E L(LU, LX) the map 
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t 
(3.2.2) (MRu)(t) = 
f0R(t-s)Bu(s)ds 
, u(") c Lu , and 
(3.2.3) x0(. ) = R(")x0 + J(. s)f(s)ds 
Notice that Cx0(") E LY , for all f(") cd and x0 E X, whenever 
(R5) and (R7)(i) hold. The function x0(") is of interest when 
studying the forced problem with f$0. 
Theorem (2.2) 
Assume conditions {R1)-(R7)(i) hold and HIDII < IICMRII-1 10 
then there exists a unique strongly continuous family of operators 
RD(t) c L(X) such that 
a) for all x0 eX, T>0 RD(")x0 E L2(O, T; X) 
b) for all x0 cX x(t, x0) = RD(t)x0 satisfies 
x(t, xo) = R(t)xo + 
Jt(t-s)BDCx(s, 
xO)ds 
Proof. 
Existence follows from direct application of theorem (1.5) with 
M= MR ,C=C 
(compare with Theorem (2.6) Chapter 1). Uniqueness of 
(RD(t))t2o satisfying a) and b) follows from the uniqueness of the 
solution to the corresponding (Y) equation and the dense continuous 
injection of XEX. 0 
Corollary (2.3) 
Assume conditions (R1)-(R6)(R7)(i) hold, M= MR ,C=C satisfy 
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condition (H2) and IIDII < IICMRII-1 . Then there exists a family 
of strongly continuous operators (RD(t))t, 0 such that x(t, x0) = RD(t)x0 
is the unique continuous solution of 
x(t, x0) = R(t)x0 + 
Jt(t-s)BDCx(s, 
xo)ds , for all x0 EX 
Proof. 
Existence and uniqueness of (RD(t))tz0 follow by direct application 
of theorem (1.5) for M= MR ,C=C. 0 
Before proving that' (RD (t))t20 is a resolvent operator, satisfying 
the perturbed versions of (3.2.1), it is of interest to consider the forced 
version of (PR). In many applications f(") represents the "memory" of 
r0 
the "history" of the state, i. e. f(t) J=- K(t-s)x(s)ds , where x(") 
is defined on (-°, 0] and the abstract differential equation is 
00 
)+ K(t-s)x(s)ds x(0) = x0 
E)o x(t) = Ax(t 
If the history of the state x(t) , -. <t<0 is sufficiently well 
behaved so that f(") E LX then it is possible to prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem (2.4) 
Assume condition (Rl)-(R7)(i) hold, JIDII < IICMRII-1 then 
there exists a map RD c L(LX) such that for x3 EX and f(") E LX 
a) x0(") c D(RD: L2 -} LX) , (RDx0("))(t) is continuous in X and 
b) x(t) = (RDxo("))(t) solves (PR). 
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If in addition (H2) holds for some rE 1VO , then (RD x0("))(t) 
is the unique solution of (PR), and for f(") E L2 
(3.2.4) (R D x0("))(t) = RD(t)x0 + 
JR'(t-s)f(s)ds 
for all x0 EX. 
0 
Proof. 
Let x(") E LX and for IIDII < IICMRII let yX(") E LY denote 
the unique solution of 
(3.2.5) y(") = CX(") +''(CMRDy)(") . 
Define RDR(") = x(") + (MRDyX)(") . Clearly RDE L(LX) . Let 
x0(") E LX be defined by (3.2.3) then x0(") c D(R 
D: LX } LX) and also 
(RDxO(")X t) is continuous and satisfies (PR). The uniqueness of 
(RDx0(. ))(t) solving (PR) follows from corollary (2.3). If f(") e L2 
then the right hand side of (3.2.4) is well defined and (3.2.4) follows 
by direct manipulation. 
Remark (2.5) 
0 
It is not possible to prove that (3.2.4) holds for f(. ) E LX since 
as yet R0(t) E L(X) does not extend to RD(t) E L(X) . However 
RD is 
the map which takes the pair (x0, f(")) eXx LX to the unique continuous 
solution x(") of (PR). 
Definition (2.6) 
A stability radius for the inhomogeneous equation (PR) is 
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pe(A; B, C) = sup{IIDII <d implies there exists 
d 
RD E L(LX) such that x(t) _ 
Dxo("))(t) 
solves (PR) for any x0 eX and f(") LX} 
Remark (2.7) 
If f(") is viewed as an input then this stability radius measures 
the robustness of L2-input/L2-state stability of the system defined by 
equation (PR) when x0 eX and f(") E LX . (See Miller and Wheeler 
[34]). In order to establish a formula for p (A; B, C) the following 
lemma concerning the Laplace transform of R(t)x is required. 
Lemma (2.8) (Grimmer and Prüss[29]) 
Assume (Rl)(R2)(R3)(R4) and (R8) hold. Define, for all xEX and 
A 
Re x> max R(x) e L(X, DX(A)) by 
R(a)x : =J 
Go 
e-XtR(t)xdt 
0 
then 
Aw 
R(a)x = (xI -Ä- R(a))-Ix 
where 
K(a)x = fo e-tK(t)xdt ,xE DX(Ä) . 
Theorem (2.9) 
Assume conditions (R1)-(R6)(R7)(i)(R8) and supIlCR(iw)Bj I< 00 
w 
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then pC(A; B, C) = IICMRII-1 = inf IICR(iW)BII'1 
Proof W 
Step 1. 
The equality IICMRII-1 = infjjCR(iw)Bjj-1 follows by Plancherel's 
w 
theorem analogously to proposition (3.6) Chapter 1. 
Step 2. 
If IIDII < IIN RI I-1 then existence of RD E L(LX) satisfying 
the conditions of definition (2.6) is guaranteed. Consequently 
p(A; B, C) Z IICMRII-1 , 
Step 3. 
In order to show that JICMRII_1 is equal to p (A; B, C) it is 
required that for any e>0 there exists D, 1011 < IICMRII-1 +£, 
x0 EX and f(") cd such that the corresponding solution x(") 4 LX 
Choose d>0, w0 c 1R ,uEU IjuIJU =1 such that 
AA 
suplICR(iw)BIJ s IICR(iw0)Bully + a. 
w 
Define DE L(Y, U) by 
u<y, v>Y 
Dy = 
II---2 
where v= CR(iw0)Bu 
Y 
It is easy to establish that 
11011 = IICR(iwo)BuJj Y1 s CsupliCR(iw)BII-e]-1 
w 
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Also if x0 = R(iw0)BDv , then by lemma (2.8) xO E DX(Ä) sX by 
(R3). Moreover 
(iw0l -A- K(iw0))x0 = BDv , Dv =u 
and hence Cx0 =v. Therefore 
6 
iw0x0 _ (Ä + BDC)x0 + K(iwp)x0 
Set 
to iwOS it iwOp f(t) = 
ý- 
K(t-S)e - x0ds=e 
f+ 
e R(p)x0dp 
iWt 
Using (R8) it is easy to show that f(") LX . Finally x(t) =e0 x0 
satisfies x(t) c DX(Ä) for all t and therefore 
t 
x(t) = (A+BDC)x(t) + 
(O R(t-s)x(s)ds + f(t) , x(O) = x0 J 
Consequently x(. ) satisfies (PR) and xO EX, f(") e LX but 
x(") ý LX . Therefore 
p1(A; B, C) 5 [SUPIIC (iw)BII - 61-1 
w 
and the result follows. 0 
Remark (2.10) 
This construction proves that if JIDII > p, (A; B, C) and the "history" 
of the state is periodic then the perturbed system can stay in this 
periodic state. 
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Remark (2.11) 
If in addition to (Al)-(A7)(i)(A8) holding (H2) holds then 
for IIDII < p(A; B, C) the unique solution x(") of (PR) guaranteed 
by theorem (2.4), for x0 eX, f(") e LX , satisfies 
IIx(-)II 2s kIIxp(. )II 2. LX LX 
The following theorem is the first step in converting the L2-input/ 
L2-state stability-radius of definition (2.6), theorem (2.9) to an 
exponential stability-radius for the family of operators (R(t))t2,0 
Theorem (2.12) 
Assume conditions (R1)-(R6), R(7)(ii) and (R8) hold and 
IIDII < IICMRII-1 , then there exists a unique resolvent operator 
RD(t) e L(X) for (PD) in the sense that 
i) RD(") is strongly continuous on X, RD(0) = IX ; 
ii) RD(") is strongly continuous on DR(Ä) = DR(Ä+BDC) 
and 
iii) RD(t)x0 = RD(t)(Ä+BDC)x0 + 
ft 
RD(t-s)K(s)x0ds 
0 
= (A+BDC)RD(t)x0 + 
(t 
K(t-s)RD(s)x0ds 
!0 
for all x0 c DX(Ä) . 
Proof 
The existence and strong continuity of Ra(t) follows just as in 
theorem (2.2), defined by the pair of equations, (using the additional 
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assumption (R7)(ii)) 
(a) RD(t)x = R(t)x +t 
fo (t-s)BDy(s)ds 
(3.2.6) 
t 
(b) y(t) = CR(t)x + Cf0 R(t-s)BDy(s)ds ,xcX. 
This proves condition (i). 
For condition (ii) and the first part of (iii) let xO E DX(Ä) . 
Then (A + BDC)x0 EX and therefore x, (") = RD(t)(A+BDC)x0 is 
continuous in X, yl("). = Cxl(") E LY and (x, ("), yl(")) satisfy 
their defining equations 
t 
(a) y(t) = CR(t)(A + BDC)x0 + CfO R(t-s)BDy(s)ds 
(3.2.7) 
_ 
t 
1(b) x(t) =R t)(Ä + BDC)x0 + R(t-s)BDy(s)ds 
JO 
Moreover yl(") is the unique solution for y(") E L2 of (3.2.7)(a). 
Consider, now, the equation pair, 
r0 
Jt 
t 
f a) y(t) = CJ R(t-s)K(s)x0ds + CfO 
Qt-s)BDy(s)ds 
(3.2.8) 
t 
b) x(t) = 
Jt(t-s)R(s)xOds 
1+ 
f(t-s)BDy(s)ds 
1 
Notice that C R("-s)R(s)x0ds E LY and therefore, since IIDII < 
fCM 
RII 
y(") E LY 
ýý 
. Hence, x(t) is continuous in X. Denote these 
solutions by y2(") and x2(") respectively. Then by definition 
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x2(t) = 
tRD(t-s)K(s)xOds 
, and y2(") is the unique solution of 0 
(3.2.8)(a). Now the following equation has a unique solution for 
y(' )E L2 
tt 
(3.2.9) y(t) = CR(t)(A+BDC)xO+C(O R(t-s)K(s)x0ds+ Cf0 R(t-s)BDy(s)ds 
J 
Denote this solution by y3(") and define x3(") ,a continuous function 
in X, by, 
x3(t) = R(t)(A+BDC)x0 + 
Jt(t_s)R(s)xods 
+ 
Jt(t_s)BD(s)ds 
As in corollary (2.9) Chapter 1, it is possible to show that 
t 
= C(t)x0-Cx0 and 
Jx3(s)ds t JY3(s)ds 
0= 
RD(t)xo-x0 
Hence CRD(t)x0 is differentiable, CRD(")x0 E LY and RD(t)xO is 
continuously differentiable. Now yl(") and y2(") defined by (3.2.7)(a) 
and (3.2.8)(a) respectively, satisfy 
r0 t 
ye(t) + y2(t) = CR(t)(Ä+BDC)x0 + Cl R(t-s)K(s)x0ds 
+ CIt(t-s)BD(yj(s) + y2(s))ds 
and therefore by the uniqueness of y3(") solving (3.2.9) 
Y3(*) = Yl (") + Y2(") 
Hence x3(") = xl(") + x2(. ) and this proves 
RD(t)x0 = RD(Ä+BDC)x0 + 
JtD0 
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For the second part of (iii) note that 
with 
RD(t)x0 = R(t)x0 +t 
(OR(t-s)BDy(s)ds 
, 
t 
Y(t) =I y3(s)ds + Cx0 ' Y3(") E L2 
and therefore (see Grimmer and Prüss[291) RD(t)xo c DR(A) and 
D(t)x0 
= R(t)x0 +Ä 
(tR(t-s)BDy(s)ds 
+ 
tR(t-s) sR(s-p)BDy(p)dpds 
J0 
J0 J0 
+ BDCRD(. t)x0 
_ (Ä + BDC)RD(t)x0 +t K(t-s)RD(s)x0ds 
fo 
and part (ii) follows also. Uniqueness follows as in corollary (2.9) 
Chapter I. 
Remark (2.13) 
0 
When A is the generator of a semigroup assumptions (R1)-(R6)(R7)(i) 
(R8) require that the allowable unboundedness is of degree A. However 
(R7)(ii) restricts this degree to that of size (-A)i , when A is 
negative. 
The remainder of this part'of section 3 is concerned with strengthening 
assumptions (Rl)-(R8) in order that the L2-input/L2-state stability-radius 
becomes an exponential stability radius. These assumptions relate to the 
possibility of separating the smoothing action of the resolvent operator 
from the exponential stability of the resolvent operator (compare with 
assumption (A9) Chapter 1). 
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Let c* >0, be guaranteed by lemma (2.8), such that 
R(iw-c) e L(X, X) for all eE [O, e*) 
and assume that 
A 
(R9) lim supiICR(iw-e)BII = supiICR(iw)BII 
(R10) There exists cZ0 such that for all cc [O, c*) and 
for all xEX, 
IICe"R(")xII 2s clIxIIX . LY' 
(R11) There exists bz0 such that for all ec [O, c*) and 
u(") cL2, 
II 1T e: sR(s)Bu(s)dsIIX <bllu(*)II 2 0 L (O, T; U) 
Remark (2.14) 
When K(t) =0 and A is the generator of a semigroup (S(t))tz0 
satisfying (A1){A5)(A6)(iii), then (R10) and (R11) are immediate. 
Definition (2.15) 
A stability radius (for exponential stability) of the resolvent 
operator for (PD) is 
pC(A; B, C) = sup{IIpII <d implies that there exists 
(RC(t))tZ0'(RD(t))tý0 for (PR) and (PD) 
respectively, which are exponentially stable). 
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Remark (2.16) 
RD(t) solving (PR), f(") =0 is interpreted in the sense of 
corollary (2.3). RD(t) solving (PD) is interpreted in the sense of 
theorem (2.12). 
Theorem (2.17) 
Assume (Rl)-(R6)(R7)(ii)(R8)-(Rll) and (H2) hold, then 
ul(A; B, C) = IICMRII-1 
wdRII0(iw)BII-1 
Proof. 
Step 1. Assume 1IDII < lICMR lI-I then by corollary (2.3) and theorem 
(2.12) RD(t) c L(X) and RD(t) E L(X) exist and also 
IIRD(t)IIL(X) 5 K, IIRD(t)IIL(X) `- K, tz0. 
By assumption (R9) choose c>0, sufficiently small, such that 
JI011 < infIICR(iw-e)BIf-1 and consider 
w 
(a) xE(t) = eCtR(t)x0 + 
JteE(t)(ts)BDCx(s)ds 
0 
(3.2.1) 
(b) yc(t) = eetCR(t)x0 +c 
tec(t-s)R(t-s)BDy(s)ds fo 
Denote by GE : L2 -' LY the map given by 
(Geu("))(t) =Ct 
I 
eE(t-s)R t-s)Bu s)ds ( 
0 
As for IICMRII ' 
IIGEII = supIICR(iw-e)BII . Therefore under assumptions w 
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(R9)-(Rl1) the equation (3.2.10)(a) has a solution xE(") . But 
then e-£txc(t) for x0 eX (x0 E X) satisfies (PR) ((PD)) and 
therefore by uniqueness of x(t, x0) = RD(t)x0(x(t, x0) = RD(t)x0) , 
e-£txc(t) = R0(t)x0 (e-ctxE(t) = RD (t)x0) and therefore using (R10) 
and (Rll) and the exponential stability of R(t) , R(t) 
IIectRD(t)IIL(X) aK, lieetRD(t)IIL(X) sK 
for e>0 sufficiently small. 
Consequently u, (A; B, C). z infIICR(iw)BIJ-1 
WER 
Step 2. If R0(t) and RD(t) 
of theorem (2.9), then for all 
IIDII :g infIICR(iw)BII-1 +e 
iwot 
x(t) =e x0 satisfies 
exist, carrying out the construction 
e>0 there exists Dc L(Y, U) 
w0 eIR and x0 eX such that 
tt 
x(t) = R(t)x0 +f R(t-s)BDCx(s)ds +( R(t-s)f(s)ds 
0 10 
iwDtr iwOp D 
where f(t) =e1e K(p)x0dp If R (t) and RD(t) exist 
t 
then x(t) = RD(t)x0 + 
ftD(t.. 
s)f(s)ds . This proves that both RD(t) 
and RD(t) cannot be stable because if they both were, then necessarily 
I JRD(t)x lX +0 and 
ft 
RD(t-s)f(s)dsý 0 as t -ý , which 
contradicts I1x(t)IIR = Itx0ItX .Q 
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Remark (2.18) 
Thus under additional smoothing properties of the resolvent 
operator and also conditions involving the separation of the smoothing 
and exponential decaying of the semigroup, robustness of L2-input/L2-state 
stability is equal to robustness of exponential stability. Of course 
matters are simplified by the fact that R(t) and R(t) are a priori 
exponentially stable. 
Establishing (R1)-(Rll) and performing the calculation 
infIICR(iw)BII-1 would i-n general be quite complicated. However at the 
w 
end of this section the analysis is applied to a very simple example. 
Part 2 Perturbations of the kernel K(") . 
In this part of section 2 perturbation of the kernel K(") is 
considered. Due to the problems encountered in the perturbation of time 
varying systems (see section 3) the perturbation is assumed to take the 
form K(t) + BH(t)C where Bc L(U, X) and CE L(X, Y) and 
H(") e B1(O, co; L(Y, U)) . 
This condition upon H(") is quite common in the literature when 
exponential stability of resolvent operators is analysed (see e. g. Grimmer 
[31]). Here H(") E B1(O, co; L(Y, U)) if H(. ) is strongly measurable and 
there exists 0>0 such that 
JO e$ttIH(t)IIL(y, U)dt < 
Again due to the possibility that X#XX the perturbed system 
is, for x0cX, 
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t rt Jo 
(PK) x(t) = R(t)x0 + R(t-s)f(s)ds +1 R(t-s)BH(s-p)Cx(p)dpds 10 0 
Notation. 
Denote by LH : LY } L2 the map defined by 
JH(ts)y(s)ds 
(LHy)(t) = 
The following theorems are direct generalisations of theorems (2.2), 
(2.4) of part 1. 
Theorem (2.19) 
Assume conditions (Rl)-(R7)(i) hold, H(") E B1(O, co; L(Y, U)) and 
IILHII ° supIIH(iw)II < IICMRII-1 , then there exists a unique strongly 
continuous family of operators RH(t) c L(X) satisfying 
a) for all x0e X RH (")xoe LX and 
b) for all x0 E X RH (t)x0 satisfies 
rs 
RH(t)xo= R(t)x0 +t R(t-s)BJ H(s-p)CRH(p)x0dpds 
f0 
0 
Corollary (2.20) 
Assume conditions (R1)-(R7)(i) hold, H(") E B1(O, 03; L(Y, U)) 
IILHII ` IICMRII-1 and additionally that (H2) holds for C=C 
M= MR and D= LH then there exists a unique strongly continuous 
family of operators RH(t) e L(X) such that for all X0 EX, 
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x(t, xO) = RH(t)x0 is the unique (continuous) solution of 
r0 t is 
x(t, x0) = R(t)x0 +J R(t-s)BJ0H(s-p)Cx(p, x0)dpds 
Theorem (2.21) 
Assume conditions (Rl)-(R7)(i) hold, H(-) E 81(O, c; L(Y, U)) and 
IILHII IICMRII then there exists RH E L(LX) such that for all 
x0 X and f(. ) E LX , RH(x0("))(t) is continuous with values in X 
Also for x0E X, x0(") E D(RH : LX 4LX) and if in addition (H2) 
holds then (RHx0("))(t)- is the unique solution, continuous in X of 
equation (PK) and if additionally f(") e LX then 
t 
(3.2.11) RH(x0("))(t) = RH(t)x0 + RH(t-s)f(s)ds .Q 
JO 
Remark (2.22) 
As yet formula (3.2.11) does not hold for all f(") E LX because RH(t) 
is not necessarily defined on The operator RH does, however, 
give the unique continuous solution x(. ) of (PK) when X0E X and 
f(") e LX . This existence of the map RH allows the definition of a 
stability radius for the inhomogeneous equation (PK). 
Definition (2.23) 
A stability radius for the inhomogeneous equation (PK) is 
pe(K; B, C) = sup{IILHII <d implies there exists an operator 
d 
RH E L(L2) such that (RHx0("))(t) is a 
continuous solution of (PK) for any xC("ýLX 
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Remark (2.24) 
For f(-) viewed as an input, p, (K; B, C) measures the robustness 
of L2-input/L2-state stability to perturbations of the kernel K(-) 
Of course, in applying p, (K; B, C) in this context, uniqueness of the 
solution of the inhomogeneous equation (PK) is required. 
Theorem (2.25) 
Assume conditions (Rl)-(R7)(i)(R8) hold and H(") c B'(O, x; L(Y, U)) , 
then 
pC(K; B, C) = i'nfH ICR(iw)BI I. 
Proof. 
If IILHII < infIICR(iw)BII-1 then existence of RH E L(L2) is X 
immediate from theorem (2.21). 
As in the proof of theorem (2.9) the main step is to construct a 
destabilising perturbation H(. ) e B&(O, o; L(Y, U)) . Let d>0 and 
choose w0 c IR and ueU such that 
AA 
IICR(iwo)BuI Iý suPI ICR(iw)BII -S w 
Define for ycY 
H(iw)y= (1 + i(w-w0))-1u 
<y9y>Y 
1 IvIIY 
where v= CR(iw0)Bu . It is easy to show that 
(-l+iw0)t °° 
H H(t)dt tu `y'ß'2 satisfies H(iw) =J e-ýwt ()Y =e IIVIly 0 
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and therefore H(") e BI(O, o'; L(Y, U)) and 
AA 
Moreover x0 = R(iw0)BH(iwo)v E DX(Ä) 
1I LH I I= 1 IICR(iwo)Bu1I 
and 
(iw0-A-K(iw0))x0 = BH(iw0)v , 
H(iw0)v =u 
Hence Cx0 =v and iw0x0 = Ax 0+ K(iw0)x0 + BH(iw0)Cx0 
iw t -1w s 
Define f(-) , f(t) =eD C( eo K(s)x0ds lt 
-1W S 
+e0 BH(s)Cx0dsl, t z0 
t 
Using (R8) and the definition of H(") it follows that f(") E LX 
(f(") is the perturbed systems memory of the state history 
x(t) = eiW0 0, tc (--, 0)). For tc [O, oo) set x(t) = eiWOtX0 , 
then x(t) satisfies 
t rt x(t) = Äx(t) + R(t-s)x(s)ds + BJOH(t-s)Cx(s)ds + f(t), x(0) = x0. 
0 
However x(t) c DX(Ä) for all tc [0,03) and therefore satisfies (PK). 
Also x0 cX and f(. ) E LX but x(") I LX Consequently 
pC(K; B, C) : (sup! ICR(iw)BII - 8)-1 
w 
and the destabilisation result follows. 0 
Remark (2.26) 
If (H2) in addition to assumptions (Al)-(R7)(i)(R8) hold, then 
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for Hc 81(O, co; L(Y, U)) , such that JILHII < pC(K; B, C) the unique 
solution, x(. ) , of (PK) guaranteed by theorem (2.21) for x0 EX 
f(. ) e LX has the property that x(") c LX 
As in part 1 of this section, in order that this stability radius 
for L2-stability of the inhomogeneous equation be converted into one 
for exponential stability of the resolvent operator, it is required 
that RH(t) E L(X) extends to a strongly continuous family of operators 
on L(X) .A consequence of this is that the extension RH(t) defines 
a resolvent operator for. - - 
tt 
(3.2.12) x(t) = Äx(t) + R(t-s)x(s)ds + Bf, H(t-s)Cx(s)ds on X 
0 
By a resolvent operator for (3.2.12) it is meant that 
i) RH(0) = IX 
ii) RH(") is continuous on X and DX(A) 
iii) RH(")x0 is continuously differentiable in X for all 
x0 E DX(A) and 
H(t)x0 
= RH(t)Äx0 + 
tRH(t-s)K(s)x0ds+ ftRH(t-s)BH(s)Cx0ds f0 
0 
(3.2.13) 
= ARH(t)x0 + 
ftR(t-s)RH(s)x0ds 
+ BI 
tH(t-s)CRH(s)xods 
0 J0 
Theorem (2.27) 
Assume (Rl)-(R6)(R7)(ii)-(R8) hold IILHII < IICMRII-1 ' then there 
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exists a family of operators RH (t) E L(X) , extensions of RH (t) c L(X) 
constructed in theorem (2.19). Moreover RH (t) is the unique resolvent 
operator for (3.2.12). 
Proof . 
Existence of the strongly continuous family RH(t) e L(X) extending 
RH(t) e L(X) follows by (R7)(ii) and solution of the equation pair, 
t rs 
y(t) = CR(t)xý. + Ci R(t-s)Bl H(s-p)y(p)dpds 
(3.2.14) 
x(t, x0) = (t)x0 + 
J(t-s)BJH(s-)y(p)dds 
on defining RH(t)xO = x(t, x0) . The formulas (3.2.13) follow 
analogously to those in theorem (2.12). For the uniqueness let RH (t) 
be a second resolvent operator for (3.2.12). Then uniqueness follows 
using (R3) and the identity 
= 
ft d Jo TS (ARH(t-s)RH(s)x0)ds RH(t)x 
A 
0 RH(t)x0 
=0 for all tz0, x0 e DX(Ä) .0 
Definition (2.28) 
A stability radius for (3.2.12) is 
ua(K, B, C) = sup{I ILHII <d implies there exists RH(t) and RH(t), 
a resolvent operator for (3.2.12), which are exponentially 
stable). 
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Theorem (2.29) 
Assume (R1)-(R6)(R7)(ii)(R8)-(Rl1)(H2) hold and 
H(") E B1(O, co; L(Y, U)) then 
u'(K; B, C) = IICMRII_1 WnnRIICR(iW)BII-' 
Proof. 
Existence of RH(t) c L(X) , RH(t) E L(X) for 
IILHII ` IICMRII-1 
follow immediately from theorem (2.27). For the exponential stability of 
RH(t) , RH(t) consider the following equation pair 
x(t) = eStR(t)x0 + 
fte6: (t-s)R(t-s)Bjse-(S-P)H(s-p)y(p)dpds 
o0 
(3.2.15) 
Y(t) = eetCR(t)x0 + 
ftec(t-s)R(t-S)6 i see(s-p)H(s-p)Y(p)dpds 
0o 
For e>0 sufficiently small He(. ) = eC*H (. ) e B'(O, w; L(Y, U)) and 
IILHII ` IICMRII_1 . Hence 
IIGE Il II LHCII< 1 and therefore (R10)(Rll) 
imply there exists (xc("), YE(-)) solving (3.2.15). Additionally 
I Ixe(t) I IX s KI Ix0I IX for all xo cX (I Ixc(t) I IX s KI Ixol IX for all 
xp E By the uniqueness of RH(t) c L(X) (RH(t) E L(X)) 
xe(. ) = eetRH(t)x0 (_ eetRH(t)x0) for all x0 EX (x0 E X) and 
consequently 
IIRH(t)IIL(X) s Ke-et , (IIRH(t)IIL(2) s Ke-et) tz0. 
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For d>0, choose H(") E H1(0, oo; L(Y, U)) , w0 eR, x0 c DR (A) 
f(") E LX as in theorem (2.25). Then RH(x0(")) ý L2 and 
iw 0t 
X0 = RH(x0("))(t)=RH(t)x0 + 
f0 tRH 
e (t-s)f(s)ds and therefore 
(supfICR(iw)BjI-S)-1 uC(K; B, C) . 
Hence 
w 
}, Q(K; 
B, C) = infIICR(iw)BII .Q 
w 
Corollary (2.30) 
Assume (Rl)-(Rll)(H2) hold then 
iQ(A; B, C) = pC(K; B, C) = p(MR, C, L(Y, U)) 
= p(MR, C, M(Y, U)) 
22t 
where M= {D E L(LY, LU) I (Dy)(t) = 
j0 
H(t-s)y(s)ds 
Fi() c 
Remark (2.31) 
Corollary (2.30) says that although the subset D2 L(L2 L2) 
changes, the robustness of the system remains unchanged. 
It would be very interesting to investigate the effect of joint 
perturbation of the operator A and the kernel K(. ) , that is the 
perturbed system takes the form 
- 12 5- 
x(t) = R(t)x0 + Jt(ts)f(s)ds +J (t-s)B1D Clx(s)ds 
00 
+ Jt(t-s)B2JSH(sp)c2x(p)dpds , x0 EX0 
Unfortunately, just as in the analysis of multiple neglected time 
delays in Chapter 1, this again leads to a problem of "multi perturbations" 
of infinite dimensional systems. However it is possible to treat the problem 
above for a very special class of integrodifferential equations. 
Part 3 -Perturbation of A when K(t) = k(t)A 
Consider the following nominal integrodifferential equation, 
(3.2.16) x(t) = Ax(t) + k(t-s)Ax(s)ds + f(t) , x(O) = x0 
fo t 
Such classes of systems have received considerable interest in the literature 
as a source of applications for the general theory of resolvent operators 
(see e. g. Miller 133 ]. also for more general systems when K(t) = F(t)A 
see Grimmer 1311). 
A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (S(t))t2ý0 
on X, a complex Banach space. k(. ) eFa B1(0, -) , where 
F is 
sufficiently smooth set of functions to guarantee the existence of 
(R(t))t2,0 on X, X, X for (3.2.16). Suppose that A is subject to 
unbounded perturbation BDC as in Part 1. This results in a perturbed 
(formal) integrodifferential equation 
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rt 
(3.2.17) x(t) = (A+BDC)x(t) +J 
Ok(t-s)(A+BDC)x(s)ds 
+ f(t) , x(O) = x0 
Again due to this unboundedness, the perturbed system is taken to be 
pk(s-4 
Cx(p)dpds (3.2.18) x(t) = R(t)x0 +I R(t-s)BDCx(s)ds + fo R(t-s)Bfo 
0 
rt 
+I (t-s)f(s)ds , x0 EX 
Definition (2.32) 
Denote by LD E L(LY, LU) the map 
t (LDy)(t) = Dy(t) +J0 k(t-s)Dy(s)ds 
Definition (2.33) 
A stability radius for system (3.2.18), with respect to perturbation 
of A is 
p, (A, kA; B, C): = sup{IIBII` d implies there exists RD c L(LX) 
d 
such that for all x0(. ) e L2 
(RD xo("))(t) is the solution of (3.2.18)1 
Theorem (2.34) 
Assume (Rl)-(R7)(i), (H2) hold and k(") e 81(0, oo) then 
p, (A, kA; B, C) = infIIC( 
iw 
- A)-lBI[-1 
w l+k(iw) 
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Proof . 
Follows identically to those of theorems (2.9) and (2.25). 
It is worth noticing that the construction of the solution requires 
that 
(ILDII <1 but this follows from the bound 
IICMRII 
IIDII < inflIC( 
iW 
- A)-1BlI-1 0 
W l+k(iw) 
Remark (2.35) 
Of course, in some applications, it will be possible to establish 
(Rl)-(Rll) by treating the integrodifferential equation as a perturbation 
of the semigroup system. This is carried out in the detailed case study 
at the end of this section. 
Definition (2.36) 
A stability radius for exponential stability of system (3.2.17), 
(3.2.18), f(") -0 is 
pC(A, kA; B, C): = sup{IICI) <d implies there exists R 
D(t) 
E L(X) 
and a resolvent operator RD(t) E L(X) such that 
R0(t) and RD(t) are exponentially stable on 
X, X respectively .1 
Theorem (2.37) 
Assume conditions (Rl)-(R6)(R7)(ii)(R9)-(Rll)(H2) hold and 
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k(") E 8l(0, -) then 
V, (A, kA; B, C) = infHIC( Aiw _ A)-1611-1 
w 1+k(iw) 
Remark (2.38) 
If rd(A; B, C) of Chapter 1 is considered as a "weighted distance 
of a (A) to the imaginary axis" then introduction of memory into the 
system, via the kernel k(")A , modifies the robustness to a "weighted 
distance of a(A) to the curve r" , where rssc i]R}. This l+k(s) 
change in the robustness"'of the system caused by the introduction of 
memory, is best illustrated by an example. 
Example (2.39) A Case Study. 
Let X be the separable Hilbert space of example (4.4) Chapter 1, 
with {0n}n=1 an orthonormal basis and {an}n=1 a set of real numbers 
... xn <... < Al <0. 
Denote by S(t) E L(X) the semigroup defined on X by 
Co At 
(3.2.19) S(t)x =Een <x, ýn'Xýn 'xeX 
n=1 
with generator 
Ax =Ex <xnd n>Xýn n 
and 
DX(A) = {x eX: E Xn<x, $n>X < co} 
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Let B and C be defined by 
Co 
Bu =E bn<x, cn>Xýn 
n=1 
(3.2.20) 
Cx =E cn<x'en>ýn 
n=1 
bn 0 n=1, ... 
cn#0 n=1, ... 
and 
as in example (4.4) Chapter 1. 
If X= {x = E" xn4n Eß 
2x2< 
co , ßn ý0n=1, ... } 
(3.2.21) 
n=1, ... 
} X= {x =Z xn4 1 Ynxn < 00 Yn ý0 
then BE L(X, X) and CE L(X, X) , (I 
IxIIX =E 02x2 , 
IIxIIX =E ynxn) 
if ß2b2 5K and cn ý Kyn for large n, and some constant K 
Case i) k(") =0 
For perturbation of the operator A then as in Chapter 1 
conditions (R1)-(R6)(R7)(i)(R8)-(Rll) hold if b2 s KjanI , cn s KIan1 
for large n, whereas (H2) requires one of c2 s KJX I, 
bn s KIx i to be strict inequality. If these conditions hold then 
a 
pe(A; B, C) = r2(A; B, C) = inf nl 
n lbncnl 
and when additionally bncn s KjanI for large n 
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Ian I 
p (A; B, C) = r, (A; B, C) = inf Ib cI nnn 
(Note however that in the semigroup case both stability radii refer to 
exponential stability of the perturbed semigroup. ) 
For perturbation of the kernel by H(t) = h(t)I then 
sup Ih(iw)I < inf - 
IAnl 
w Ibncnl 
Unfortunately the abstract analysis of section 2 only guarantees a 
resolvent operator when b2c2 s KIX I. However if bn = -1AnIi 
cn = Ixn11 , then R(t)x0 is given as the solution of the following 
perturbation of the semigroup system, 
t rs0 (3.2.22) x(t) = S(t)x0 +I S(t-s)Jk(s-p)Ax(p)dp , x0 EX 
(There is a great deal of flexibility in the domain of definition of the 
semigroup S(t). ) Then, due to the simplicity of the perturbation problem 
in this case, if k(') is sufficiently smooth to guarantee existence of a 
resolvent operator on X, XA (defined by (3.2.21) for ßnbn =1 
yn = cn) , exponential stability of the resolvent operator for system 
(3.2.16) is guaranteed if 
suplk(iw)l <1 
w 
Case ii) k(") #0. 
Let B, C, X and X be given by (3.2.20) and (3.2.21). 
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Assume that k(") is sufficiently smooth to guarantee existence of 
resolvent operators in X and X for (3.2.16). Again due to the 
flexibility in the domain of definition of S(t) , exponential stability 
of the resolvent operator on X and X is guaranteed if 
suplk(ii)I <1 
(1) 
In order to establish that conditions (R5)-(Rll) hold consider again 
(3.2.22). Since S(t) defines a semigroup on X and X and (R5)- 
(R7)(i)(R8)-(Rll) are satisfied for the semigroup system on these X 
X it follows from (3.2.22) and the analysis of section 2 that if 
suplk(io) <1 then 
w 
HIR(")xllL2 5 k'IIs(-)x HL2 S kt1l xi1X 
X .X 
for some constants k' , k" and all xc Xx . However cn s 
kIanI 
for large n and therefore 
IJR(")XI12sk "'I I R(")x1 2 and (R7)(i) holds. 
Xx 
It is also possible to establish the remainder of (R5)-(Rll), (H2) 
using (3.2.22) and the fact that S(t) E L(X ) defined via (3.2.19) 
yields a semigroup on any space Xß given by (3.2.21). For example 
2 
Ilc(R(iw-c))BuIj 2=EI 
bncn I2 
<u, ýn>2 
I(iw-c-(l+k(iw-c))anI 
2 
s sup 
lbncnl 
IIIIX . 
n liw-c-(l+k(iw-c))an12 
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In the special case k(t) = ae-t , it follows that 
supiICR(iw-e)BI) -> suplICR(iw)BIJ as c -> 0 
WW 
providing that aE (-1, co) , whereas the stability analysis for the 
resolvent operator as a perturbation of the semigroup system requires 
dal <1. In fact, a more direct analysis requires only ae (-1, oo) 
for stability of the resolvent operator. Of course these norm based 
methods, whilst exact, will always be more conservative than a direct 
analysis. 
If bn < KlanI , cn < KIXnl then (R1)-(R6)(R7)(i)(R8)-(R11), (H2) 
hold and 
P, (A, kA; B, C) = inflIC( iw I- A)-1BII-1 
w I+k(iw) 
I(iw 
= inf inf l+k(iw) n)I 
wn 
bnc 
n 
The same formula holds for uC(A, kA; B, C) when bncn 5 KIanI 
In order to get specific formulae let k(t) = ae-t , then 
ýw = a(w) + -aw2 , ß(w) = 
w3+w 1+a) 
1+k(iw) ((1+a) 2+w ) ((l+a) +w2) 
If ac (-1,0) then r={ s 
Is= ißt} and therefore 
1+k(s) 
pC(A, kA; B, C) = r, (A; B, C) 
IA 
n) 
= in 
n 
fl Vnl 
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so that the robustness is not changed by the introduction of "memory" 
into the system. If however a>0 then rs {xcTI-a ý Re As 01 
and a change in the robustness depends upon whether 
(3.2.23) I)(w)-ani < IA I for a(w) cr and n=1,2,... . 
Now (3.2.23) holds if (2a 
na +1+ W2)w2 <0 
for some n. 
If an ; -- (necessary to allow unbounded perturbation) then there 
exists N(a) such that IX(w)-ani < Ix nI 
for all nz N(a) and 
small w. Hence 
(x II 
lw 
- an 
pC(A, kA; B, C) = min{ 
nls N(a) ; inf inf 
l+k iw } 
Ibncn) w n>N(a) Ibncnl 
and consequently the robustness may be reduced by the introduction of 
memory. In fact if bn = cn =1 and al <- 
Za 
, then the robustness 
is reduced. 
Remark (2.40) 
If ae (-1,0] then inftIC( ýw - A)-1B1) occurs at w=0 
W 1+k(iw) 
and so the perturbation may be real. However when ac (0, oo) the 
destabilising perturbation may be complex. 
Remark (2.41) 
The robustness of the system with memory is exactly characterised 
by the weighted distance of the spectrum of A from the curve 
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rk ={ ssc iR}. When X is finite dimensional, it is possible 
l+k(s) 
to define a robustness measure for a(A + BDC) S C9 where Cg CC 
represents a region of allowable eigenvalues of the perturbed system. 
If dg is such that there exists k(") e Bl(0, co) with C\ Cg r+ 
kk 
r+ _ {x E if uEr, Im(N-uff =0 then Re(%-p) - 01 
then A could be termed robust with respect to Cg if r, (A, kA; B, C) >0 
This gives an infinite dimensional meaning to a class of "good" systems. 
Q. Time varying systems. 
In this section the abstract analysis of section 1 is 
time-varying systems governed by a mild evolution operator. 
results are that the uniform asymptotic stability of a mild 
robust to unbounded perturbation, and that a lower bound on 
is the inverse of the norm of a suitable input-output map. 
measure is shown (for a class of systems) to be strictly le 
"true" measure. 
applied to 
The main 
evolution operator is 
this robustness 
However such a 
ss than the 
The nominal system is a mild evolution operator U(", ") on a complex 
Banach space, that is on A(t0) = {t0 ssst< 'M}, U(t, s) c L(X) and 
(i) U(t, t) = IX 9tE Ct0, Co) 
(ii) U(t, r)U(r, s) = U(t, s) , to sssrst< 
(iii) U(t, ") is strongly continuous on [t0, t] and U(", s) is 
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strongly continuous on Cs, -) . U(t, t0)x0 is the mild solution of 
the (formal) time varying differential equation 
(TN) x(t) = A(t)x(t) x(t0) = x0 . 
The perturbed system defined on X is given by 
JtU(t, 
s)B(s)D(s)C(s)x(s)ds (TP) x(t) = U(t, t0)x0 +, x(t0) = x0 
the mild solution of the (formal) perturbed time varying equation 
(TD) x(t) = (A(t) + B(t)D(t)C(t))x(t) x(t0) = x0 . 
B(. ) EB (t0, -; L(U, X)) , C(. ) c $cO(t0, co; L(X, Y)) are fixed, representing 
both structure and unboundedness of the perturbation, and 
D(") e $*O(t0, co; L(Y, U)) is arbitrary, measuring the size of the allowable 
perturbations. X, X, U and Y are complex Banach spaces. (The 
Hilbert space structure of U and Y is not required in this section 
since Plancherel's theorem and Fourier transforms are redundant for time 
varying systems. ) In order to make sense of (TP) in the space of 
continuous functions in X the following assumptions are required. 
(TVA1) XEXsX, with continuous dense injections. 
(TVA2) U(t, s) extends (restricts) to a mild evolution operator 
O(t, s)(U(t, s)) on X (X) . 
(TVA3) There exists M, a >0 such that 
II U(t, s)II<_Me"(t-s), tzSZt0 on X, X, X. 
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(TVA4) For all T>0, sz to , there exists cT z0 such that 
IIC(")U(", s)xIl 2s cTIIxIIX for all xeX. L 
(TVA5) For all T>0, sz t0 9 there exists bT 2.0 such that 
r s+T 
for all u(") E L2(s, s+T; U) J, U(s+T, p)B(p)u(p)dp cX s 
s+T 
II o(s+T, p)B(p)u(p)dpl IX s bTi iu(")I 12 sL (s, s+T; U) 
(TV6) IIJSÜ(", T)B(T-)u(T)dtIIý2 s KsIIu(")I1L2 
ý"u (S, -; X) (S , -; U 
for all u(") E L2(s, oo; u) . 
Remark (3.1) 
a) There are no assumptions equivalent to (R8) and (R7)(ii) 
of section 2, since Laplace transform techniques are redundant and the 
problem of differentiability of solution is not considered. 
b) Property (TVA3) is referred to as uniform asymptotic 
stability (U. A. S) of a mild evolution operator. 
c) (TVA4) and (TVA5) might be thought of as saying that the 
unbounded/smoothing action depends only upon the length of the interval 
under consideration. This requirement becomes important when analysing 
the stability of the perturbed system. This dependence upon only the 
difference in the arguments is used also by Datko [18], Ichikawa [19]. 
In [18] evolution operators U(", ") are shown to be (U. A. S. ) if, in 
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addition to 
Jý IIU(t, t0), 1Xdts KIIx0HIX independent of to , they 
F, 
satisfy the type C(O, e) condition, that is there exist, M, a 20 
such that, 
IIU(t, s)II s Mea 
t-s) for all to ssst<-. 
In fact (TVA3)-(TVA5) allow the proof of the following simple result 
concerning cT and bT in (TVA4) and (TVA5). 
Lemma (3.2) 
Assume that (TVA3)-(TVA5) hold, then the dependence upon T in 
cT and bT can be suppressed. 
Proof. 
Follows in the same way as lemma (2.2) Chapter 1. 
Definition (3.3) 
For all sZ t0 9 denote by Ls : L2(s, co; U) + L2(s, oo; Y) the map 
rS t (LSU)(t) ° C(t)I O(t, p)B(p)u(p)dp 
! 
Lemma (3.4) 
Assume (TVA6) holds, then for all sz to , Ls c L(L2(s, oo; 
U), L2(s, c; Y)) 
and u(") ' defined by u(s) = JILS11 , is non increasing 
for increasing s 
Definition (3.5) 
Assume (TVA6) holds, define uh by 
UL sim IIL SII 
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Remark (3.6) 
This time dependence of 11Ls1) is the first of many problems in 
this robustness analysis of time varying systems not present in either 
section 1, when D is allowed to be non causal, or in section 2, when 
time invariance of the system allows the analysis to be restricted to 
CO, co) . However direct application of the analysis of section 1 yields 
the existence result. 
Theorem (3.7) 
Assume (TVAI)-(TVA6) hold and ess sup D(t)< 
tzt0 II Ito 11 
then there exists a unique mild evolution operator, UD(t, s) E L(X) 
defined on e(t0) , satisfying 
a) for each sz to , x0 eX, UD(", s)x0 c LX 
rt 
b) UD(t, s)x0 = U(t, s)x0 +J U(t, p)B(p)D(p)C(p)UD(p, S)XDdp 
s 
for all xU cX. 
Proof. 
If ess sup IID(t)II <I then for all sý to 
t'-to IILtoH 
Ls c L(L2(s, co; U), L2(s, u; Y)) satisfies (IL$ DII <1 
where DE L(L2(s, °°; Y), L2(s, oo; U)) is defined by (Dy)(t) = D(t)y(t) 
for all y(") E L2(s, co; Y) . Therefore the following fixed point problem 
- 13 9- 
t 
y(t) = C(t)U(t, s)xo + C(t)j ü(t, T)B(T)D(T)y (T)dT 
s 
has a unique solution ys(-) E L2(s, co; Y) . Define UD(t, s) , 
t0 :Sst<- by 
rt UD(t, s)x0 = U(t, s)x0 +I Ü(t, T)B(T)D(T)ys(T)dT is 
then by lemma (3.2) UU(", s)xo¬ L2(s, oo; X) , C(")UU(", s)x0E L2(s, oo; Y) 
and therefore UU(", s) satisfies (b) in L2(s, c; X). For the proofs of 
the strong continuity of UU(", s) on Cs, -) and UU(t,. ) on [t0, t] 
and the evolution operator property on o(t0) see Appendix. The 
uniqueness of UD(", ") satisfying a) follows just as in the uniqueness 
proof for SD(") in theorem (2.6) Chapter 1. Q 
Remark (3.8) 
Again as in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 section 1,2 theorem (3.7) 
gives uniqueness under the condition that C(")UD (", s)x makes sense in 
L2(s, T; Y) . 
Corollary (3.9) 
Assume conditions (TVAI)-(TVA6) hold, and for all T2 to there 
exists rE IN0 such that for T>T 
t 
_ IIC(tr)J O(tr'tr-1)B(tr-1)D(tr-1) 
Tt 
l 
... C(tl)1 
Ü(t1, s)B(s)D(s)C(s)x(s)dsdt,... dtr_1II 2 
TL (T, T; Y) 
s KI Ix(') I IL 2(. 
r, T; X) some 
K z: 0. 
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If ess sup HHD(t)Ij <1, then there exists a unique 
t2: t0 IIL to 11 
mild evolution operator, UD(t, s) on e(t0) , such for all aZ t0, x(t) 
= UD(t, a )x is the solution of 
x(t) = u(t, a)x +J Ü(t, s)B(s)D(s)C(s)x(s)ds , x(a) =x. fa 
t 
Proof. 
Existence is by theorem (3.7), uniqueness follows by direct 
generalisation of theorem (1.5). 
Theorem (3.10) 
Assume (TVA1)-(TVA7) hold and II0(")Il 
1 
$-(t0-; L(Y, U)) JIL II 
0 
then there exists a unique uniformly asymptotically stable, mild 
D 
evolution operator, U(", ") on A(t0) , such that 
UD(t, S)X0 = U(t, s)x 0+t 
JO(t, 
r)B(t)D(r)D(T)IP(Ts)xodT 
S 
for all xO cX and t0 ss5 t. 
Proof. 
Existence of UU (", ") on &(to) for IIU(')Ilß- 
tLY, U)) L1 
is guaranteed by corollary (3.9). Also 
(t 
U0(t, s)x0 = U(t, s)x0 +J O(t, p)B(p)D(p)y (P)dp 
s 
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for all t0 Ss5t, where ys(") e L2(s, °°; Y) is the unique solution of 
ys(t) = C(t)U(t, s)xo + (LSDy("))(t) , Xo EX. 
Now 
IIYS(")IIL2(S, 
-'Y) 
` c00II(I-L$D)-1II 1 IxoIIX 
and therefore by lemma (3.2) 
IIuD(t, s)xOIIX. <Me-a(t-s)IIx Oil x+b.,, IIDII IIYS(-)IIL 2 s, , Y) 
s KI IxoH Ix 'K>0. 
Hence UD(", ") is of type C(O, e) with a=0. Additionally 
IIUD( ", s)xoil 
L2 (s, oo; X) 
s KI IxI IX independent of s 
Therefore, applying the results of Datko [18], there exists MD, aD >0 
such that 
D -ap(t-s) IN(t, s)IIL(X)sM for all t0 ssst<-. 
Remark (3.11) 
This is a direct application of the abstract stability radius 
characterisation of theorem (1.2), accounting only for the possibility 
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of t0 #0. However, if account is taken of the possible decrease 
in uL(s) as s+- then a larger class of 
DcV= {D E L(L2(to, -; Y), L2(t0, c; U)) , (Dy)(t) = D(t)Y(t)} 
can be allowed. 
Corollary (3.12) 
Assume (TVAI)-(TVA7) hold and IID(")II 
B-(t0, -; L(Y, U)) uL 
then there exists to st<- and UD(",. ) ,a unique uniformly, 
asymptotically stable mild evolution operator on o(t) such that 
rt_ 
UD(t, s)x = U(t, s)x +J U(t, T)B(T)D(T)C(T)UD(T, s)AT 
for all xE X, tsS: t<co .Q 
Remark (3.13) 
If the perturbed mild evolution operator UD(t, s) is defined for 
all tossst<° and JID(")Il then the 
B (t0,.; L(Y, U)) 
s uL 
perturbed evolution operator UD(", ") , on n(to) , is uniformly 
asymptotically stable. However this lack of existence of the perturbed 
solution for to ss: t<T, makes it impossible to define a stability 
radius for system (TP) in this framework. This problem is similar to 
the problem encountered in Chapter 1, when considering the well posedness 
of the perturbed system for D, JIDII > rC(A; B, C) . The problem 
is 
resolved in this instance by imposing additional conditions on the system. 
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If a similar approach is adopted here, then it is required that for all sz to 
(TVA8) IIJsOR(", s)B(s)u(s)dsll 2 
X` 
kRIIu(')II 2YL (s, -; X) L (5, °°; ) 
where kR -ý- 0 as R}- and UR(t, s) = e-R(t-s)U(t, s) . 
This additional condition holds if there exists ß, y >_ 0a>0 
such that 
IIU(t, s)xIIX s 
Me -c(t-s) JjxjIX for all xEX 
-.. (t-s) 
and 
110(t, s)xIIX s 
rye-«(t-s) jjxjjR for all xc 
(t-s)1 
and I+ß<1 
However, it is possible to enlarge the perturbation class still further. 
Corollary (3.14) 
Assume (TVA1)-(TVA8) hold, D(") EB "(t 0,.; L(Y, U)), lim ess suplID(T)11< 
ü, 
t- TZt L 
then there exists a unique, uniformly, asymptotically stable mild evolution 
operator UD(", ") on e(t0) 9 such that 
UD(t, s)x = U(t, s)x + 0(t, T)B(T)D(T)UD(T, s)xdr 
Js 
for all xEX, t0ssst <0 
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Definition (3.15) 
r, (U; B, C) := sup{d I D(") E Bo*(t0, oo; L(Y, U)) and 
lim ess suplID(T)II <d implies 
t-° TZt 
there exists a unique uniformly asymptotically 
stable mild evolution operator for (TP) on 
A(to)I 
Remark (3.16) 
Corollary (3.14) says that under suitable conditions 
rf(U; B, C) 
ü. Unfortunately, even when X is finite dimensional, 
L 
L is not, in general, the stability radius for (TP) as is demonstrated uL 
in the sequel. 
Let X=X=X=U=Y=n, B(t) = C(t) =I and assume 
A(. ) D(") E PCb(tO, °°; Cnxn) _ {M(. ) : [t0, oo) ý' Cnxn 
M(") is piecewise continuous and bounded}. 
Then there exists U(", ") and UD(", ") on e(t0) such that 
x(t) = U(t, tON and xD(t) = UD (t, t0)x0 satisfy 
X(t) = A(t)x(t) , x(t0) = x0 9 
0 (t) = (A(t)+D(t))xD(t), x(t0) = x0 respectively. 
Proposition (3.17) (Hinrichsen et al [49], Ilchmann [48]) 
Let A(") E PCb(tO, o3; Qnxn) with U(", ") uniformly asymptotically 
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stable, then 
rý(U; I, I) = rý(Uu; I, I) 
where Uu is the mild evolution operator for Au("), A"(t) = A(t) +utI, 
u(t) 
and 
u(") E PCI(t0, -; c\{O}) _ {p: [t0, oo) ; C\{0}lu(") is piecewise 
differentiable, ýu(")ý is bounded above 
and away from 01 
Corollary (3.18) 
Let n=1 and a(") e PCb(t0, co; a) be periodic, period T>0 then 
rC(U; 1,1) = r, (ä; 1,1) (see Chapter 1) 
where 
t +T 
r0 ä=TJto a(t)dt 
rt 
Proof. -J a(s)ds 
t 
Define u(") E PCb(tO, co; C\{O}) by u(t) =e0 Then 
a(t) + 
It 
=a and therefore 
r, (U; 1,1) = r, (Uu; 1,1) 
0 
= r(ä; 1,1) 0 
This simple corollary leads to an example of a system with 
r, (U; I, I) >ü 
L 
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Counterexample (3.14) (Hinrichsen et al [49], Ilchmann [48]) 
Consider the scalar periodic system 
(3.3.1) x(t) = (-1 + ka(t))x(t) tý0 x(0) = x0 
where a(") e PC(0, °°; ]R) is periodic, periodic T>0 and 
rT 
1 a(s)ds =0, kc IR . For system (3.3.1) 0t 
Uts= e" 
(t-S) kjs a(p )dp 
By corollary (3.18) r, (U; I, I) =1. 
Set b(t) = kj 
t 
a(s)ds and u(t) =e 
b(t)-2t 
and choose a(. ) 
0 
such that 
a(t) _ -1 
1 
opt<T, 
zst<2T`; 
2z st< T- , 
Then it is easy to show that 
IILOuIIL2 - IIut122 ° 
Je2t)2t[l 
- 2e-t]dt >0 
for k and T sufficiently large. Therefore for this system 1IL011 >1 
However, for any periodic system it is easy to show that JILsil = IIL011 
for all sz0. Consequently r, (U, I, I) =1>1 
L 
For a more detailed analysis of this robustness of time-varying systems 
see Hinrichsen et al [49] where the stability radius concepts are related to 
the notions of Bohl and Liapunov exponent. 
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§4. Conclusion. 
This chapter contains a mixture of extensions and limitations of 
the stability radius concepts introduced in Chapter 1. The first section 
concerns an abstract version of the problem, recognising the common 
framework of many perturbation problems, via a variation of parameters 
formula. In section 2 direct application of this abstract result yields 
stability radii for perturbations of systems governed by integrodifferential 
equations. In section 3, however, direct application of the results of 
section 1, whilst establishing the robustness of uniform asymptotic 
stability to unbounded perturbations does not yield exact stability radii. 
The problems are not only technical but are quite fundamental and well 
illustrated by a simple scalar periodic system. Probably the reason why 
the abstract analysis succeeds in the case of integrodifferential equations, 
but fails in the case of time-varying systems (and also in the real stability 
radius of Hinrichsen-Pritchard [7]) is that the former class of systems 
is amenable to a Fourier analysis. The use of the Fourier transform is 
essentially that of changing the system into one easier to analyse, 
without changing the topology on the set V. In Hinrichsen et al some 
success in this direction has been attained by the use of Bohl transform- 
ations, which result in a change in the "input-output" map L. This 
might also be a possibility in the analysis of a real stability radius 
for infinite dimensional systems, using some norm preserving transform- 
ations. 
In the analysis of section 2, joint perturbations of the operator A 
and the kernel K is possible only for the special case when K(t) = k(t)A 
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Perturbation of both A and the kernel K results in multiperturbations, 
so that this class of perturbations would again be an interesting problem 
in this infinite dimensional setting. Another research area would be to 
resolve the problem of the difference between p(A; B, C) and p(A; B, C) 
(p(H; B, C) and u(H; B, C)) , which arises due to the requirement of a 
perturbed resolvent operator on X in the destabilisation analysis. 
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CHAPTER 4. Conclusion. 
In Chapters 1 and 3 exponential stability of certain classes of 
infinite dimensional systems (typified by the examples of Chapter 1) 
is shown to be robust to highly structured, unbounded perturbation. 
The robustness margins or stability radii are shown to be exactly 
characterised by the inverse of the norm of a suitable input-output 
map, for classes of time invariant systems. In Chapter 2a related 
problem of a non-standard linear quadratic problem is considered. This 
non-standard problem results in a non-standard Riccati equation, and this 
in turn results in a Liäpunov type stability analysis for a certain class 
of non-linear infinite dimensional systems. The framework used throughout 
Chapters 1,2 and 3 is some derivative of that used by Pritchard and Salamon 
[22] to a great deal of success in their abstract theory for the linear 
quadratic control problem with unbounded input and output operators. 
This framework has also been'applied to the problem of designing finite 
dimensional controllers for infinite dimensional systems, Curtain and 
Salamon [42] and also to the problems of balanced realisation and model 
reduction, Curtain [28], Curtain and Glover [27] Glover [26]. 
One of the major problems concerning the stability radii for linear 
state space systems (Hinrichsen and Pritchard [7], [8], Pritchard and 
Townley [9] and Hinrichsen et al [49]) is that of their computation and 
as yet no satisfactory algorithms exist. In the case of infinite 
dimensional systems it is clear, however, that some form of model reduction 
process will play an important role in any algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 5. Appendix. 
Theorem (2.6) Chapter 1. 
Proof of the continuity and semigroup property for the perturbed 
solution defined by (1.2.2). For the continuity let 05s5t, x0 cX 
then 
IIx(t, x0) - x(s, xo)IIX : II(s(t) - S(s))xollx 
ts 
+ 11foS(p)BDY(t-p)dp - 
Jo S(p)BDY(s-p)dplIX 
=I I(S(t) - S(s))xollx 
St 
+ ýýJ S(p)BD(y(t-p)-y(s-p))dp +f S(p)BDY(t_P)dpjlX 
t I I(S(t)-S(s))XoI IX+IIJ S(P)BDY(t-P)dPI IX 
S 
+ bIIDy(t-") - Dy(s-*)Il 
L2(O, s; U) 
I I(S(t)-S(s))xol IX + Me-as bIIDY(t-s-*)Il 2L 
+ bIIDY(t-")-Dy(s-*)Il 2 L (O, s; U) 
A similar argument holds for tss and so the continuity of 
x(", x0) follows. 
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In order to establish the semigroup property for SD(t) c L(X) 
let 0ss, t and consider, for x0 eX, 
C(s°("+S)-s°(")SD(s))x0 = LDC(s°("+S)_SD()SD(s))x0 . 
Then, since JILDII < 1, C(SD("+s)-SD(")SD(s))x0 =0 in LY . But 
(SB(t+s)-SB(t)SB(s))x0 = 
ft 
S(t-p)BDC(SD(s+p)-SD(s)SB(p))xodp 
Hence 
[SD(t+s)-SD(t)SD(s)]x0 =0 for all x0 EX. Q 
Corollary (2.9) Chapter 1. 
In order to establish 
ft 
z(s)ds = CSD(t)x0-Cx0 for x0 E DX(A) 
consider 
It t fOz(s)ds 
= CS(t)x0 - Cx0 + CJ0 S(s)BDCx0ds 
tS 
+J CJ S(s-p)BDz(p)dads ' by 
(A2) 
00 
rt CS(t)x0 - Cx0 + CJ S(t-s)BDCx0ds =0 
+ Crt 
s 
S(s-p)BDz(p)dpds 
JI0 
ý0 
by assumption (Al) and (A4). 
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= cs(t)x0 - Cx0 + CJ0 
ts(t-s)BDCxods 
rt0 rt 
+ CI I (s-p)BDz(p)dsdp 
(since z(") c LY and S(") is strongly continuous in X ). 
Therefore 
Jtz(s)ds 
0 
S(t-s)BDCx0ds = C(t)x0-Cx0 + Cft 
rt rp 
+ CI S(t=p)BDJOz(s)dsdp 
rt 
Hence IOz(s)ds + Cx0 solves the (Y) equation and therefore by 
J 
rt 
uniqueness CSO(t)x0 =J z(s)ds + Cx0 .Q 0 
Proposition (3.6) Chapter 1. 
Let u(") e LU 
22 
, then by (A4) ,y= Lu e LY Therefore 
y(") E L2(-co, -; Y) where y(iw) =J e-'Wty(t)dt 
0 
y(iw) = 
fo e-'wtC jtS(t-s)Bu(s)dsdt J0 
= Cýe - lwt( 
t 
S(t-s)Bu(s)dsdt 
o lo o 
= C1o(se-iwtS(t-s)Bu(s)dtds 
OJs 
Co 
=C 
ofoe-iwpS(p)Be-iwsu(s)dpds 
= C(iwI - A)-'BU(iw) 
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e-tu(t)dt where u(iw) =J0 
By Plancherel's Theorem (valid for Hilbert spaces - see Kappel 
and Kunisch [36], Yosida [54]) 
ilLullL2 = 1/271_`° IIY(iw)IIYdw 
s suplIG(iw)II2IIu1122 
U 
Now 
IIýiiw)II-IIG(1 )II IIC((iwI-A)-1-(iwI-A) ý)II 
-IIIL(X, 
X)Iw_WI IICIIL(X, y)IIBIIL(U, X)II(iwI-A)-IIIL(X) II(i1-A) 
for all w, W E]R 
and therefore IIG(i")Il is a continuous function from IR to IR Let 
c>0 and w0 £IR be such that 
I IG(iwo) IIz sups IG(iw) I I- c/3 w 
For this w0 choose ueU, Ilull =1 such that 
IIG(iW0)uIIy Z IIG(iwo)It - e/3 . 
Consider the following function u&(") E L2 defined via its Fourier- 
Plancherel transform. 
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(1w) = (27r/6) U, wc [Wo-6/2, Wo + 6/21 
=0 otherwise. 
Then 
-ýI 
IG(iw)u(iw) I Iydw ILudl IL2 = 1/2Tr 
f ''0 
Y 
fO122 
wo-S/2 
Y 
Thus 
inf JIG (i w)ully IlLug11 2` sup 
IIG(iw)uIIy 
WE[WO-Ö/2, WO+d/21 Ly WE[Wo-6/2, wo+6/21 
But IJG(i")uII is continuous, so for sufficiently small a>0 
IILu, lly ý IIG(iW0)ully - E/3 
Let c> 0 then combining the above estimates it is easy to show that 
there exists u(") c L2 , ýýu(")ýý 2= LU 
1 such that 
ILuI I2 z supI IG(i) II-E LU 
Therefore I ICI I= supl IG(iw) I l" 0 W 
Theorem (3.7) Chapter 3. 
In order to establish the strong continuity of UD(-, s) on Is, -) , 
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defined by the equation pair 
it 
UD(t, s)x = U(t, s)x + U(t, T)B(T)D(T)ys(T)dT 
s 
t 
ys(t) = C(t)U(t, s)x + C(t)J Ü(t, T)B(r)D(T)ys(T)dT 
S 
for all xeX, let sst5T, then 
, IUD (T, s)x-UU(t, s)xIIX s IIU(T, s)x-U(t, s)xIIX 
fT 
+ O(T, T)B(T)ys(T)dr 
s 
t_ 
Ü(t, T)B(T)ys(T)dTIIX is 
IIU(T, s)x-U(t, s)xIIX + 11ft (O(T, T)-0(t, T))B(T)D(T)Ys(T)dTlIX 
s 
T 
+ 
ft 
O(T, T)B(T)D(T)YS(T)dTIIX 
t 
: II(U(T, s)-U(t, s))xIIX + II(U(T, t)-I) 
J Ü(t, T)B(T)D(T)Ys(T)dTIIX 
s 
+ bT-t(ID(")(( ((ys(")((L2(t, 
T; Y) 
Therefore given any e>0 there exists 6>0 such that if T-t <ö 
IIUD(T, s)x-UD(t, s)xIIX <E. A similar argument holds for t >_ T >_ s 
and therefore strong continuity of U(", s) on [s, o) follows. 
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For the strong continuity of U(t, ") on Ct, t] let t0 ss <_ Qst 
Then 
I lu°(t, a)x-u°(t, s)XI IX sI lu(t, Q)x-u(t, s)xI i 
t_ 
+I IJQO(tsT)B(T)D(T) Ya(T)-ys(T))dT)'X 
+ III 
Q 
S 
U(t, T)B(T)D(T){y5(T)}dTIIX 
But 
I Iya(I-ys(-)l_IL2(a, 
-, Y) 
!; I I(I-Lap)-1I I{I Iy(")IIL2 
ý, ý, Y 
+ 
L2(Q, co; Y)I 
where 
Y(") _ ý(")ýUý', a) - U(", s))x on CQ, o') 
Y(') _ C(')U(', Q)icrs 0(Q, T)B(T)D(T)ys(T)dT on Cý, ý) . 
Now 
II2('),, 
L2 (a, co; Y) 
s c-11(U(a, s) - I)XII where 
c. is cT in (TVA4) taken independent of T, by lemma (3.2) 
Similarly 
I ly(")I IL2(Q, 
oo; Y) 
< c,, b, _SI ID( ")I II lys(')I 
IL 2(s, a; Y) 
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Therefore 
I IU°(t, Q)X-u°(t, s)xI IX: 1 Iu(t, Q)x-u(t, s)xl IX 
+ bt-QI ID(-)IHI IYQ(')-YS(")I 12 L (Q, co; Y) 
+ by-s IID(")IIISHIIIIL 2(s, a; Y) 
Hence given e>0 there exists ö>0 such that a-s <6 implies 
IIUD(t, a)x-U0(t, s)xIIX <s. A similar argument holds for t0 sa <_ sst 
and therefore U(t, ") is strongly continuous on Et, t] . To prove the 
evolution operator property let t0 sssast, then 
UD(t, a)UD(a, s)x = UD(t, a)CU(a, s)x +f Ü(a, T)B(T)D(T)ys(T)dt] 
s 
fs aU(t, 
a)[U(a, s)x +' U(a, T)B(T)D(T)ys(T)dT] 
a(P)dP 
+f 
t0(t, 
P)B(P)D(P)YA 
where ya(") denotes the solution for y(") of 
y(t) = C(t)U(t, a)z + C(t)1 U(t, y)B(y)D(y)y(y)dy on Ca, t] fa 
t 
a 
and z= U(a, s)x + 0(a, T)B(T)D(T)ys(T)dr 
s 
- 158 - 
Therefore 
a 
UD(t, a)UD (a, s)x = U(t, s)x + 
is 
jt 
+J 0(t, P)B(P)D(P)Ya(P)dP 
t 
= U(t, s)x +" Ü(t, T)B(T)D(T)ys(. r)d. r 
s 
+jt Ü(t, p)B(p)D(p)(Ya(p)-YS(p))dp 
a 
However 
Ya(p) - YS(P) = C(P)iS 
sO(P, 
Y)B(Y)D(Y)GYa(Y)-YS(Y)]dY 
and I ILS DII <1 therefore ya(p) = ys(p) for almost all pc Cs, -) 
and consequently 
rt 
UD(t, a)UD(a, s)x = U(t, s)x +J 0(t, T)B(T)D(-t)ys(. t)dt 
s 
= UD(t, s)x .Q 
- 15 9- 
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